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THE DEVELOPltENT OF INTER-GROUP TOEERAITCE
THROUGH JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PROCEDURES
I. THE PROBLEM INTERPRETED
1. AIM
The aim of this study is to discover what materials
and activities the school commands which conceivably may
eradicate prejudice and promote respect and goodwill among
people of various colors, members of different churches and
people of different national origins living in America.
sfr.ji.rrajoT r5fai:‘iOJ:rv’Ha .iirr
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. ^oi'iOirA fti s-^ixvJiX eiXisi'ro X&ncXcJ‘i',n tnG'ialllb lo olaooq
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2. INTER-GROUP TOLEPJ^NCE
By ”lnter-group tolerance” la meant mutual respect for
the opinions to he found in various race, creed, and color
groups, and the regard of one group for the other's efforts
to advance civilization*
His color is one thing in a man that does not change
during his lifetime. He is always identified hy his
complexion as a member of a color group - black, brown, red, I
yellow, white, and any combination of those colors* Some
anthropologists claim we are all of one color and that our
apparent color differences are the result of climate; others
say we are of two colors - yellow and white; others say
five* V/hatever the origin, the appearance of many colors
remains and with it the need for tolerance among people of
all colors.
While a man's religion is not as obvious as his color,
his conversation and actions often reveal his church
membership* The congregation of people for worship and
instruction, especially. Indicates the existence of
religious groups* We sense, in the society of numerous
ministers, churches and opposing creeds, religious group
rivalries which challenge tolerance*
In the United States, where the English settlers in
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the early days dominated the country to such an extent that
the English language, common law and customs became the
tradition, settlers from other nations were judged by their
similarity to the English. The tendency of people with the
same language and customs to live in the same district and
to associate with each other exclusively, together with the
continuance of old world rivalries fostered the policy of
isolation in the newer immigrant groups and sharpened the
distinction between peoples of differing national origin.
Even after generations in America people are referred to as
Germa.n, Italian, French, and the like. These national
groups and their American descendants, so recognized, we
refer to in this study as racial groups.
The three groups defined as racial, religious, and
color are not always clearly distinguishable in society.
Such terms as Catholic and Irish and Jew and Hebrew are
used interchangeably to denote religion and nationality.
As Huxley and Haddon summarize in their survey of racial
problems^ "race” may mean skin color as black and white;
nationality as Irish, British; racial strain as Aryan;
physical measurement as tall, short, roundheaded; groups
formed through isolation as the Germa.n races; or language
"We Europeans"1 9 J.S.Huxley, A. C.Haddon
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as the Latin race. But size, color and culture are so
closely interwoven no one has been able to devise a single
scheme of classification "which will provide a satisfactory
pigeonholing for the various types in existence." It
complicates the problem of developing tolerance within and
among various groups when understanding, to some extent,
depends upon the knov/ledge of the characteristics of
inseparable races. But the futility of intolerance is
very evident when we consider their Inseparableness.
Tolerance is based upon the idea that if a man's
beliefs are honest reflections of his conscience they
demand respect. It might be argued that we cannot be sure
that it is not fear, tradition or some other form of social
pressure instead of conscientious conviction that we see
exhibited in the organization and behaviour of racial,
religious and color bodies. They may be stimulated by
other motives but for practical social purposes we have to
assume that a man's professions and actions are morally
honest. Even when we do discover they are not, the need
for tolerance is not abolished; the situation may demand
some other action but not less tolerance.
Inter-group tolerance is the mutual admission, free
from the spirit of condescension, that every group has the
\
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right to declare and practise its principles. It is a
magnanimous indulgence toward the adherents of what one views
to he evil and the guarantee that he will not persecute in
favor of truth or error. It employs persuasion, not force
or compulsion. It is not approval or conversion to the
other’s opinions or a profession that all things are equal
or that one thing is as good as another. Tolerance is not
that tepid.
Tolerance is the courageous acknowledgment that into
all institutions, nations and races, however noble in origin
and purpose, there creeps human imperfections. It is a
plea for openmindedness and a spiritual journey among the
fundamental ideals of society. It is fair play; not selling
short.
If "a man convinced against his will is of the same
opinion still" it is in the interests of econon^ of time and
energy to be tolerant rather than militant. Despite
differences, even irreconcilable differences, in race,
creed and color groups there is always some universal
interest which makes unison more honorable than difference.
In order to get together for the common good ostracism,
snobbery, a patronizing attitude and isolation must be
replaced by tolerance.
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Tolerance ennobles the individuals in all classes of
society because it acknowledges the supremacy of each
individual’s conscience. The group, and any and every
principle and pursuit of the group is secondary. It helps
a man advance in the world in that it shows him what to
discard and what to preserve, and it provides him with
other groups as helpers. Tolerance is the seam joining
together man’s various common interests to make some kind
of a garment to protect us against social destruction not
the embroidery on any single piece of the garment.
Tolerance is a pattern of conduct for social behaviour
which purposes to raise the level of human society. Inter-
group tolerance is the disposition to bear with, not down
on opposing racial, religious and color groups.
Jfi s,‘v rcf sr:;'-'^cc!’ I i . ; OOt:
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3 THROUGH JUITIOR HIGH SCHOOL PROCSDURES
"Through school procedures" limits the means of
development to the organization, methods, materials and
activities employed by the school and the individuals and
agencies with whom the school chooses to work. Often these
are not different procedures peculiar to tolerance but
simply an emphasis on tolerance as their purpose. In
assuming the responsibility of developing tolerance in
citizens the school acts as a coordinator of other social
agencies at a time in the life of the pupils when social
training meets a psychological demand - at the junior high
school age.
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II ITEBD ?0R THE STUDY
1. BECAUSE OF THE EVIDEITCE OF EXISTING IHTOLERAHCES
While hotels find it necessary to continue their policy,
"Jewish Patronage not Solicited", and the Chinese are
thought of only as laundrymen, and people "believe that
allegiance to the Pope eclipses the Catholic’s allegiance
to the Constitution, we have not achieved the fulness of
tolerance. Yet a considerable number maintain these and
innumerable unfounded prejudices which, in their most
inoffensive forms, cause friction and in group proportions
are socially cancerous.
Are political offices the exclusive property of Nordic
Protestants? Is there anything inherent in the Latin races
or in the members of the Jewish or Catholic religions that
makes them unfit for political offices?
Would the progress of civilization be lost if it was
entrusted to the yellow race for transmission? Are darker
colored negroes inferior to lighter colored ones? Are
white people of superior origin? Is complete isolation of
races of different colors desirable?
Should the Japanese be forever forbidden citizenship
in the United States? Do all Russians plot the destruction
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9of the government of this country? Do Irishmen make better
citizens than Greeks? It is the way people answer questions
like these that makes or relieves social tension.
When men with similar interests become conscious of
them to the extent that they consider themselves a nation
or a church they are apt to put themselves on the defensive
against non-adherents. The group becomes absorbed in their
own. interests or bitter against the success of other groups.
From this it is a short step to isolation or aggression.
The larger social ideals are forgotten for the ideals of
separate races, creeds, and color groups which seem to grow
progressively sacred and exclusive. They become so
crystalized by tradition and rivalry that they are
insoluable even in the strong solution of "the general
welfare." Thus we have the principle of TTordic superiority,
Hitler’s Jewish policy, the white man’s burden, the mental
inferiority of the yellow and black races, and hundreds of
other beliefs which the light of scientific truth and logic
seem unable to penetrate.
Is it economical, fair, American, to stigmatize a man
only because he belongs to a race, church, or color group?
If the answer is "no", then, from the evidence of the
existing shortages pointed out and others there is a need
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for improved attitudes of group tolerance
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2, BECAUSE OF THE DEMANDS OF OUR AMERICAN DEMOCRACY
"V/hether or not we find the principle of toleration
attractive, it is at least certain that American society is
founded on it* Here is an order in human affairs where
rights and powers are variously distributed," says Walter
Lippmann.^ He goes on to tell how the powers are so
distributed that no majority shall be able to enjoy a
monopoly over all human concerns and how the plans for
checks and balances would be ineffective if everyone took
an absolute view of his own interests* Nor will the
system of checks and balances work automatically - and here
is a compelling need for that part of this study which
suggests procedures - but men must learn how to compromise
and conciliate their differences*
"in short, the principle of toleration, or to state it
in its nobler and more positive form, the principle of the
golden mean in human conduct, is the premise of the American
social order* Toleration is not merely a generous by-
product of the American system; it is the essential
principle* The kind of government Americans believe they
have depends upon their ability to administer their
institutions on the moral principle that excess is the
character of vice, that moderation, proportion, and
1 Boston Globe, January 30 1936
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catholicity, and not Imperiousness, self-righteousness,
and assertiveness, are the virtues of a civilized society.”^
Harmonious living in this country is dependent, in
part, upon our ability to extend the attitude of tolerance
to Include even those with whom we violently disagree.
Rev. Dr. Arthur Lee Kinsolving in a sermon on the spirit
of fellowship and "togetherness” points out that it is
easy to denounce the Nazi regime in Germany but that it
probably would not have come into being if the Versailles
Treaty had been conceived in a Christ-like spirit. He
scores us for "pushing the Soviet Union into its position
of Isolation" saying there is no harmony abroad because it
does not prevail at home.
"The spirit of fellowship is the absolute antidote to
the spirit of Irritation or resentment or revenge .......
We need this spirit to enable us to live together in peace
and appreciation with those who differ from us. This is
the only solution I see at all for the American democracy
and for a world that is divided up into isolated units of
economic nationalism. It is the way for all sorts and
conditions of people in the midst of the city to test the
creative adventure of watching what an essential sympathy
with others unfolds."^
I Il>ld
^ Sermon of Dr .A. L. Kinsolving reported in the Boston Globe
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3. BECAUSE THE liATERIALS EOR DEVELOPING TOLERANCE NEED
TO BE ASSEMBLED
Assuming the afore-mentioned needs must be satisfied we
may ask where and how
. People seem to look to education and
the public school.
With pupils of what age should the public school start?
At what ages would the training in tolerance be most
effective? In what grades are the children most interested?
Educators like Pressey say, "Adolescent interests are
almost entirely social in character."^ Would not this
intensely social age be effective? Do junior high school
experts uphold this contention?
"The only legitimate type of curriculum (for junior
high school) is that type of curriculum which subordinates
every other consideration to the social training of pupils.
Whatever the content of the courses, their purpose and their
interpretations should satisfy the eager interests which
pupils of the junior high school age exhibit in the social
order.
If twelve to sixteen is the desirable age and the
junior high school the customary habitat it behooves the
^ Pressey, S. S. "Psychology and the Nev: Education," 1933,
^
p.102
Judd, C. H. "Social Studies as the Core of the J.H.S.





school to find out what materials and procedures will best
provide social training. ’.Vhile there are many studies of
race contributions and race relations and the like there is
still a need for choosing the subject-matter and methods
best suited to the junior high school. Except Mrs. Dubois’
'I.
service for teachers we know of no place to which an
interested teacher may go to find ways and ma.terials for
developing tolerance. The lack of a source of such materials
is another compelling need for this study.
Service Bureau for Education in Human Relations,
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4 . SUiaiARY
The need for this study is evidenced hy (l) the
overwhelming need for inter-group tolerance itself and (2)
the demand for materials and procedures for building up
attitudes of tolerance at tha-t socially critical age -
adolescence
,
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Service Bureau for Education in Human Relations
503 West ISlst St., N. Y. C.
Extensive research is being carried on to prepare ten
pamphlets on the participation of certain races in American
life. Most of these are in progress. However, the bureau
is ready and able to serve clubs and schools now. They
will suggest speakers, programs and activities relating to
any human relations problem,
2, Lind, Katherine Niles - "The Psychology of
Children’s Reading "
American Journal of Sociology, January, 1936.
A penetrating study of the kinds of reading that effect
attitudes and behaviour changes. It is only studies like
these (Hiss Lind claims this is the only one in the reading
field) that will give validity to the claims of the present
study and others like it that recommend reading, discussion,
composition, cartooning for developing attitudes,
3, Minard, R. D, - "Race Attitudes of Iowa Children "
University of Iowa.
Excellent for the classification of attitudes of races

toward one another. Attitude test makers would find many
useful items here.
4. Lasker, Bruno - '»Race Attitudes in Children " 1929
After analyzing existing attitudes and quoting numerous
examples of their expression Lasker suggests what might he
done to improve them. One of the best sources on race
relations
,
5. Duncan. H, G, - '*Immigrat ion and Assimilation ” 1933
Comprehensive treatment of race problems. Unique in
content of life stories of first, second and third generation
Americans. The best single reference on the subject,
6. Charters, W, W, - "The Teaching of Ideals '* 1927
Includes a study of the development and measurement of
traits, Not particularly concerned with tolerance.
7. Hartshorne, H, - ’’Character in Human Relations " 1932
This is the product of extensive character study work of
Hartshorne and his associates. This and Charters Book, #6
above, cannot be ignored by anyone studying the development
of character whether it be habits, skills, knowledge or
attitudes
8 . Thurstone, L, L, - "Influences of Motion Pictures
on Children’s Attitudes ”
Journal of Social Psychology, 1931.
This is only one of the Thurstone experiments

described by Pressey in his treatment of the emotional life
of children in "Educational Psychology," Thurstone’s
experiments give encouragement to those who hope that the
"right" kind of movie will produce a good effect on the
adolescent audience.
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IV. BASIC POSTULATIONS
Existence of Croups .
1. All people now living were Lorn into a world where
racial, religious, and national groups had taken form
centuries ago. This generation cannot ignore the existence
of such groups.
2. Everyone is a member of one or more of these groups
I by accident, tradition, or choice and, therefore, concerned
with their preservation or destruction
A natural curiosity, even in the very young, leads to
I
examination and questioning about the color of the people he
associates with or sees in pictures. He may take them for
granted but he does notice the difference. He hears people
speaking different languo^es and is told about "children
I
who live in other lands" or "in a far off country." He says
|l the prayers he is taught or wonders about the child who does.
r
Everyone becomes conscious of the existence of color, church,
and state. In their origin the individual seldom has a part,
f
but in their continuance or abolishment he is the chief
agent.
Inter-group Peeling .
3. Rivalry, indifference, bigotry, and jealousy blind
I
men to the good and true in other groups,
4. The social and moral best in these groups deserves
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the favorable consideration and active cooperation of all
groups.
The very existence of more than one race and of more
than one church and of several nations is in itself a cause
for rivalry. As well, it is an opportunity for cooperation.
The economic success of the majority of the members of one
church, the large numbers in another, the political
prominence of another leads to jealousy. The favored are
apt to be indifferent. There is good in every group to be
admired even by competitors.
Obstacles to Better 7eeling .
5. Pride, indifference, tradition, and vested interest
make gains in inter-group respect and goodwill difficult.
In adults large gains are almost impossible.
Things as they are are either such an advantage or so
hopeless in the adult world Lhat adults are reluctant to do
anything about tolerance. Only as fundamental necessities
appear do they act differently than they have been
habituated. Often the change in action does not mean a
change in attitude. Thus, while the Protestant treats a
Jew as a social equal while he is arranging some business,
if the deal is closed before the greens committee of the
country club is chosen, the Jew is likely not to be a
candidate
.
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Op-ijortunities to Better Feeling
.
6, pupils of school age, more than adults, are open to
suggestion. As group members they can learn to cooperate or
compete
.
Hopes for improving social attitudes on a large scale
lie with children of school age. We can provide education
which will lead them in the competitive paths of so many
adults or education for cooperation.
Purpose o f Public Education .
7, The public school system professes to educ 0,te for
democracy.
It is in line with the aim of education in general to
seek the truth and declare it impartially. In the United
States we must also educate for democracy. We must tell the
truth about the origins and activities of racial, religious,
and color groups,
"Almost every conceivable anti-social phenomenon -
criminality, insanity, mental and artistic inferiority - has
been laid at the door of race. One by one, painstaking
scientific investigations reveal them as more the result of
environment than of hereditary strain,"^
On examination we find that people of varying religions
and colors have much to give to the cultural development of
^ Bernstein, V, K. "Racial Gestures Disappear," Hew York
Times, October 6, 1935.
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the country and have more in common than not.
Function of the School ,
8, The school's chief business is to find out what and
how to teach children at various stages of their development
and then to teach it.
Building attitudes of tolerance is one of their jobs.
Since tolerance is so closely related to other things being
taught it out to be considered often in the ordinary routine.
9 , Conclusion .
Whatever the origin of rivalry among races of various
color and members of different churches and people of
different nationalities and their American descendants it is
to the best interests of all concerned to cooperate. The
public school, the meeting-place of representatives of all
groups, is a very favorable place for the development of
inter-group respect and good will.
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V. THE PSYCHOLOGY INVOLVED
The variety of human emotions is so extensive and
human contacts so numerous it is the rare person who has not
felt a hostile emotional reaction tov/ard someone which he
attributed to race, creed, or color. The person’s
indisposition at the time of the reaction, the intensity,
the multiplication and any resulting ill effects are
favorable conditions for the development of intolerance.
One who, in a fit of anger, meets a Jew and another who
performs a task under the pressure of a Jev/, the person
constantly refused the return of a friendly greeting by a
Je?/ish neighbor, and one who is unable to buy a car because
he believes he was cheated in a business deal with a Jew
are all emotionally disposed to racial intolerance of the
Jew.
Not all emotional reacions are as simple as these. One
is apt to recall hov/ the hard bargaining Jew paid his
employee’s hospital bill and, also, that he is a brother
Elk. His attitude toward Jews is not unqualified race
prejudice and, on the other hand, the hard bargain may blind
him to any virtues of Jews to such an extent that he is
intolerant of all Jews,
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Multiplied by the number of races, creeds, and colors
extant in any community we get some notion of intolerance
as a social problem.
In some cases the inc^ivldual has not yet come in
contact with a member of the race, religion, or color group
that he might eventually respond to hostilly. Instead of
intolerance the attitude is indifference or ignorance of
their existence. There is no guarantee that satisfactory
social adjustment in the future will not depend upon his
tolerance tov/ard one or another of these groups.
Society is not without many tolerant members -
individuals and groups who are well disposed and have had
no emotional reactions which have produced patterns of
intolerance.
There are notably then
1, People with race, creed, and color
prejudices which must, for the
social good, be modified or replaced
by attitudes of tolerance.
2. People, who, indifferent to members
of various racial, religious, and
color groups because they are not
aware of their existence, must build
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up attitudes of tolerance.
3. People who have at present attitudes
of tolerance toward all races, creeds,
and colors which must be preserved.
Just what procedures the school v/ill use to develop
right social attitudes in grades seven, eight, and nine will
depend upon
(1) the nature of the child and the social groups he belongs
to
,
(2) the ability of the school to discover his present and
future needs,
(3) the disposition and interest of the principal,
teachers, parents, and members of the community,
(4) and, to some extent, the equipment of the school and
the assistance of allied agencies,
(1) THE NATURE OF TEE CHILD km THE SOCIAL GROUPS HE
BELONGS TO
(a) HIS EMOTIONAL NATURE
Since this study is concerned with the development of
tolerance, especially in that keenly socially conscious
group, adolescents, the emotional life of children betv/een
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the ages of twelve and sixteen is considered in the
following aspects:
1. Formation of attitudes
2. Control of attitudes
Commonly we judge a person by his actions. When we
try to explain his actions v/e are forced to consider his




No child is so young that he has not had some emotional i
I
experience. V/e see him fight or cry and say he is
expressing his "feelings” or is acting "instinctively”.
^
Some stimulus within or without set to work an inherited
mechanism which enabled him to react. The feeling he has
j
on responding we call his emotions. Sometimes his emotions
[
I
are pleasant, sometimes unpleasant. In childhood, responses
1
1
are simply and unorganized but as a person’s experiences and
i
interests increase in adolescence his emotions become more
j
complex. Where the young child experienced fear and anger
|
I
the adolescent feels awe, reverence, wonder and reproach, ^
scorn or hatred. While we cannot create or destroy emotions
we can condition them by control of the social stimuli.
The innumerable people and objects in our environment
are the social stimuli v/hich condition our emotional reactions,
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Language and facial and bodily expression provide the most
effective social stimulation. The message,
SYTiPATHY
’’Your friend’s brother has been injured,”
may arouse a feeling of sympathy in the hearer though he
does not know the brother and. never had one himself. He
tries to feel the way he thinks his friend is feeling. This
type of social stimulation is called s^/mpathy.
If we see a person cringing we are likely to feel
frightened because we think he is
IMITATION
frightened. V/e may even assume a cringing
position in imitation.
One of the most efective social stimuli is suggestion.
A man find himself looking into the barrel of a shotgun.
He says to his opponent, ’’You can’t shoot that gun.” ‘Often
he can’t because the suggestion (1) may
SUGGESTION
have made him drop the gun just as he
decided not to shoot anyAray; (2) it may have made him more
certain that he couldn’t shoot; (3) or it nay have built up
a new response toward the defendant,
V/hen emotional reactions are stimulated by suggestion
,
as in the example, we have a motor setting called an
attitude .
1
^ Allport, Floyd ’’Social Psychology”, p. 244
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The formation of attitudes is dependent upon the emotion
of the individual but both emotions and attitudes are
conditioned by social stimuli. 2 This is very hopeful for
the case of group tolerance. V»e may not be able to
originate emotions but we can, by language and action,
condition emotional responses by capitalizing a person’s
interests, sentiments, and feelings. A word of warning
or encouragement, a smile of approval, an explanation of
social behavious, the plight of a neighbor and a word of
reproof will develop habits of goodwill and respect.
Socially bad attitudes, as intolerance, like socially
desirable ones, are the result of training not heredity.
Just as long as the social conditions which resulted in the
bad habit remain or are not superseded, the pattern of
conduct will remain.
The task then is to temper and abolish those stimuli
which evoke anti-social reactions and to discover and
emphasize those that bring about desirable responses.
(b) HIS PHYSICAL NATURE
Emotions and attitudes are not wholly independent of a
child’s physical nature. A nervously unhealthy child is not
2 Pressey, S.L., ’’Psychology of Modern Education”, p. 551
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as effective a social personality as the one whose nerve
cells are in condition to collect, conduct, and distribute
nervous impulses. The brain and the spinal cord must be fit
to receive and transmute the multiple stimuli of the ever
changing environment. Socialized behaviour is dependent
upon the senses of vision, hearing, smell, touch, ability to
feel cold, warmth, and pain, healthy muscles for movement
and posture; healthy glands which influence bodily growth and
sex and emotional behaviour.
The child has to be capable of feeling before he can
establish attitudes. Beyond the most elementary physical
mechanism the possibilities for adjusting feelings are
limitless. The physical cripple often shows the healthiest
disposition. But this does not excuse lack of attention to
diet, rest, exercise, prevention of disease. However, poor
physical health does explain some bad reactions to apparently
favorable social stimuli; and it does demand special
handling.
(c) THE SOCIAL GROUP HE BELONGS TO
Food, rest, and exercise will produce a biologically
mature adolescent. The elementary cravings which, satisfied,
brought this about are at best only Incidentals in the social
»>-.
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growth of the child. ^ ''iVhatever the previous social training
of the child - and it should begin soiLewhere between the ages
of four and seven when the child becomes less individualistic
and more social to the extent that he will spontaneously
become a member of a small group - it is not finished when
he gets to be a pupil in the junior high school.
Black, white, yellow, red; Protestant, Catholic, and
Jew; native and alien; rich and poor, wherever we find them,
the twelve to sixteen age group is in a new social world, but
usually in school. Despite the closing of
COLOR
many schools and the decreased opportunities
for school attendance in some sections of the country in the
last ten years, the adolescent, where schools were open, has
stayed in school longer. Ninety per cent of the children of
the United States from twelve to seventeen years of age
2
attend school. Although no one school or classroom houses
all races and colors, in schools all over the country 87.9^
of the children of negro parents, 81.2^ of Chinese, Japanese,
and other races, 98^ of native white or mixed parentage go to
3
school.
Thinking of school as the common lot of most and all
^''Social and emotional maturity, however, are largely
accidents of training and experience." from "Adolescence"
2 L.A. Averill, p. 104.
World Almanac, 1935, p. 310.
^ Ibid
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kinds of children all over the country we have a basis for
tolerance. But Roman Catholics, Jews, and Quakers support
private schools for two and
RELIGION AND SCHOOL
one-half millions of children.
Most of their schools are in twenty-four of the states.
There are about 50,000 high school pupils in Baptist,
Congregational, Episcopal, Latter Day Saints, Lutheran,
Methodist, Presbyterian, and Seventh Day Adventist schools.
At first sight the presence of such schools looks like so
many hurdles. Yet we notice most public and private school
relations are favorable where competition in sports and
debating and essay contests are the chief rivalries and
where community projects are encouraged.
’yhere they do nothing in common there is often inter-
school animosity and petty jealousy. Some of this feeling
is traceable to the attitude of parents and school leaders;
the relation between the public school board and the private
school trustees; a suspicion of danger in another’s
curriculum; misinterpretation of the action of pupils or
hasty conclusions about their evil effects; and a desire to
minimize another school by ignoring it.
Indeed, the common attendance at school, even public
school, is so closely tied up with the economic status of
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the pupils, their varying customs, dress, color, ma^nners of
eating, speaking and playing with one
0TH3R FACTORS
another that the adolescent can hardly
say it is, for example, his religion alone that lessens the
goodwill toward him. He hears others excusing their ill
I
feeling toward some person or group that are not friendly
toward him on the basis of race, creed, or color and he
grasps at the same reason to relieve his wondering.
In the junior high school a child probably works and
plays with five to fifty times as many children near his own
age as he formerly did. They are from many
SCHOOL
social and economic classes, from different
neighborhoods of multiple racial and religious groups,
friendly and unfriendly, A nev/ building, new studies, new
teachers, more teachers, all broaden the pupils' contacts
and increase the number of social adjustments. If the pupils
continue in grades seven and eight of a grammar school they
may not meet many more new classmates each year, but their
interests and drives will be multiplied anyway because they
have matured as well as those with the junior high school
experience. If the ninth grade to some pupils means the
freshman year in high school after grammar school, that step
permits a new and broader horizon.
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The 95^ majority of ten to seventeen year olders who
attend school are subject to family influences. Family
I
membership can be narrowing and it can be broadening. The




presence of relatives and guests, those who
live in the fajnily and those who, visit, the ajnount of time
spent and the nature of family recreation, the tradition and
social position of the family and the relative standing of
i
I the neighbors, the degree of family conservatism and the
interest in church, political and community affairs involve
people of different faiths, nationalities, and colors.
The clubs that the boy and girl do or do not belong to
are important factors in their social life. The Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, Campfire Girls, and Y. M. C. A. are national
organizations open to all. They all have
CLUBS
programs of brotherhood and tolerance which
1
if administered well ought to increase goodwill. For one
reason or another - lack of a uniform, inaccessibility,
parent’s refusal, etc. - many children do not belong to these
kinds of clubs but have their own neighborhood or interest
club. The club may be connected with school, intra- or
extra- curricula.
^Pierce, Bess‘e L. -^^"Citizenship Organizations 8,nd the Civic
Training of Youth^, 1933.
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Children are much more particular who is in their cluh
and who sponsors it than who is in their classroom. A wise
sponsor a.nd a tolerant child leader have many chances to
hreak up prejudices in the scores of clubs in a single
district that bid for children’s memberships or reject them.
There is the regular or occasional job selling
newspapers, caring for younger children, mowing lawns,
running errands and doing other chores. There is music and
dance practise and
WORK Al-TD OTHER LIMIT IKG FACTORS
homework. There is
the pressure of the family, the fear of the bully, the new
vocational interest, absorption in the behaviour of some
member of the opposite sex besides the multiple circumstances
peculiar to each locality in which we find adolescents.
Besides those regularly in school a few pupils are at
home and some at work. Of the 4^ of children 10-15 gainfully
occupied almost half of them are engaged in agriculture, a
quarter in manufacturing, an
CKILDREIT HOT IH SCHOOL
eighth each in trade and
domestic and persona,! service, and others in clerical
p
occupations," Some of these children may go to school part
of the time depending upon the existence of state compulsory
^World Almanac, 1935, p. 310
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attendance laws, but usually the requirement is only a few
hours a week after the child has reached fourteen years.
Some children, required to work, voluntarily attend some
part-time school to get a grammar or high school diploma; to
learn a trade, to improve their minds; or to obtain economic
or social promotions. The social attitudes of these child
workers depend upon their associations with other workers,
with employers and potential employers, bosses, customers,
members of rival firms and possibly the faculty and members
of a part-time school besides their recreational, church,
and home companions.
Some are in school, some are at work^ and some are at
home. The family, any employers of youth, the church, the
community, and the schools have the responsibility for
helping the child to make satisfactory adjustments to his
environment, ITo one group can do it alone. The junior high
school was established to help the adolescent make social
adjustments more easily,
\7hat does the junior high school do to insure better
social adjustment ? It broadens the pupil. This is done by
offering a variety of try-
THS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
out experiences in courses,
classes, clubs, subjects and subject-matter. Through
^U. S. Census 1930 - Children 10-17 gainfully employed in
the U. S. - 2, 144, 100.
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guidance activities the junior high school helps the pupil to
know his own abilities and his environment and to make wiser
choices in the present and for future use.
One teacher for all subjects often accomplishes an
integration of personalities and a guidance of the individual
only hoped for in the junior high school. However, the
junior high school seems to present more varied and more
numerous social situations which, if successfully met by the
pupils, ought to make for better social relationships. But
it takes consideration of one and every pupil and careful
planning to make the social experiences of all pupils in a
junior high school profitable.
A small part of his social experience but a big
hindrance to social growth is group intolerance. The
bitterness
,
THE APPEARAj':CE OP IHTOLERAJTCE IH
stagnation,
THE JUITIOR HIGH SCHOOL
isolation, and
general social waste that result are inestimable,
''Thy is the junior high school favorable for the
development of race
,
religious and color tolerance ?
ADVAITTAGSS OP THE JUHIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Because the child from 12 to 16 is conscious of
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Because he desires to he the member of a group
and is keenly aware of social approval and
disapproval,
Because his intellectual interests have increased
by reading and observation,
Because his play interests are dependent upon
teams and sex differences.
Because he may be considering his educational and
vocational future,
Because he senses that expression of ill-will,
snobbery, hate and the opposite virtues as part of
a pattern of conduct toward differing racial,
religious and color groups.
A school which houses 12-16 year olders only, the
place where they can try out and practise with
their physical and emotional equals,
A set-up that provides for the formation and
activity of groups; where the praise or blame can
come from their own kind,
A school that encourages and rewards pupils*
reading and observation in many fields; one that has
library books suitable to his age and interests.
An organization where boys can join with others their

o^m age and have people of similar strength and
skill to compete with in the school - homeroom vs.
homeroom, one grade vs. another grade, none much
younger - and girls together and against other
girls,
A program that provides a sampling and some
guidance in the selection of advanced education
and occupations,
A set-up that requires the intermingling of pupils
of all races, creeds, and colors without the group
distinctions
,
That is, the junior high school, is fertile ground
for the development of race, religious, and color
tolerance
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( 2 ) TH2 ABILITY 0? THE SCHOOL TO DISCOVER KIS
PRESSHT AHD FUTURE FEEDS
(a) By Observation
It does not take much investigating to discover
the attitude of a hoy who shouts, ’’Heyl Dago," to a new
Italian pupil. Certain obvious face-to-face tolerance
shortages like that can be easily observed by the principal
and teacher who are in close contact with the work and play
I




in discussions, recitations, tests, and more formal
I
classroom and school behaviour because the pupils often
know the thing to say and do which will make them seem
I
tolerant while they still harbor ill-feeling. But there are
j
techniques to find out their feelings. The clever phrasing
of a question; setting up problems for debate; allowing the
pupil to choose a story, a topic for a composition, a part
1
in a play, a class president, a place for an excursion, a
luncheon companion, any choice which involves race, creed,
or color will often help to discover the child’s feelings.
In certain California schools a lengthy free
composition is the chief basis for diagnosis. After careful
analysis conclusions about the pupil’s achievement and
attitudes are drawn. The theory is that the free
composition is a true reflection of the child and that it is
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the best single device which can be compared.
Discovering a pupil’s needs by observation means,
whatever technique is used, constant watchfulness on the part
of the principal and teachers - about the school, in classes,
in recreational activities. It means creating an atmosphere
where the pupils will be free to give breath to their
opinions. Bringing attitudes out in the light - and of course
doing something about them - will take care of present needs .
Discovering future needs will depend upon the foresight
of the school, iil though these cannot be calculated exactly
they will have a higher degree of accuracy if the faculty is
alive to the direction or directions of social change, one
that is open minded and visualizes a picture of the social
order as it ought to be^ in a democracy.
(b) By Interview
The person-to-person relationship of pupil and
teacher often reveals attitudes impossible to discover when
the child is in the company of others. Dree from the
possible censure of his "own crowd" he will confess
intolerances and admit their unfairness much more readily.
The interview should probably be used along with the
techniques suggested especially where the interviewer a
good one .
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( c ) By Test
There are some standardized attitude tests which
have been found useful in discovering race attitudes,
international attitudes, and attitudes in general. The
Thurstone scales^ attempt to test intensity by letting the
person tested check statements of attitudes toward different
issues. Each statement frankly marked reveals an opinion
near or far from the ideal. Pressey has worked out a scheme
of testing attitudes developed over a long period of time,^
In the first section of the test he gives lists of twenty-
five words in which you a,re to cross out "everything that you
think is wrong," a second test in which you are to cross out
things you "have worried about" and in a third list things
in which you "are interested." It is the first list, where
the pupil reveals his opinion of right and wrong that has
interest for us, because, while this test is primarily for
attitudes toward crime, its form could well be applied to
tests of attitudes toward differing races, creeds, and
colors,
^Chane, E, J., and Thurstone, L. L,, "The Measurement of
Social Attitudes," University of Chicago Press, 1931.
^Pressey, S, L. et al., "Research Adventures in University
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In the measurement of particular attitudes there is
3Thurstone^s test of the comparison of the seriousness of
thirteen different crimes and his scale for the study of race
attitudes. The latter is a series of five statements on a
single race running from favorable to unfavorable. This test
can be used over and over again to test the change in
attitude and to measure the effect of teaching or social
stimuli in developing attitudes,
4Bogardus has probably done the most extensive race
attitude testing that has been done. He used the interview
and the social distance scale. The most remote social
distance was "out of the country" and the nearest "marriage"
and "in the family," The person tested would mark side of
Chinese the closest relationship with the Chinese of which
he would approve,
Quite as useful and often more economical are informal
attitude tests prepared by the principal or teacher for use
in a particular school or classroom. These may be based on
suspicion, recognized shortages, attitudes of the optimum
citizen, attitudes relative to a particular unit of work
which is about to be or has been taught. The Bogardus social
^Peterson, Ruth C. and Thurstone, L, L,, "The Effect of Motion
Pictures on the Social Attitudes of High School Children,"
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distance scale mentioned above would permit a quick diagnosis
for race.
Every worker in the field of attitudes speaks of the
need for tests, ^ tests to discover existing attitudes, tests
to measure change in attitudes, tests of methods of changing
attitudes. May we add our request for tests of racial,
religious, and color attitudes?
(d) From Others
The deans of hoys and girls, the school nurse, the
social worker, the Sunday school teacher, the scout leader,
the visiting teacher, other teachers and pupils can help to
discover the existing attitudes of pupils. Ten minutes at
faculty meetings to mention cases, classes, and pupils
needing help will encourage all teachers to do something to
promote tolerance. Citizenship conferences are often
advocated. Here mention is made of the needs of the pupils
and that social training which cannot he done indirectly in
subject classes, is recommended to the citizenship teacher or
to the homeroom teacher. A check-list of traits to he marked
by each teacher for each pupil is helpful if well kept, hut
it is a tedious job. The informal teacher-to- teacher request,
I
"Will you see if you can do anything to make Henry more
tolerant tov/ard the Jev/s?" is quick and direct and likely to
^Pressey, S. L. "Psychology and the Hew Education," 1933, p. 456
DuBois, Rachel in correspondence with Professor J, J,
Mahoney, Boston University.
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( e) By Critical Examination of Sub.j ect-mat ter and
School Activities
There are many things to think of in choice of
material it seems like adding just one more pivotal point to
the coiT^lexities of curriculum making and lesson planning to
suggest keeping in mind race, creed, and color attitudes.
But does it complicate the geography course to require the
geography teacher to insist on a ’’blue" not a "blew” ocean?
If the teachers and principal are convinced that tolerance
is a desirable quality and one that they can help to develop
they will spot intolerances apparent in subject-matter like
a misspelled word. They will see that no classroom or inter
school activity will foster intolerance and they will seek
out and use those which promote tolerance.
Textbooks will bear examination. The book need not be
discarded because it contains the author’s point of view,
however bigoted, but it must be balanced or measured with
the scientific truth. Instead of having a musical assembly
program the principal can have an assembly program of the
Best Liked ITegro Spirituals, He will see that the colored
boy on the visiting team is treated with equal sportsmanship
and courtesy, and not with prejudice or patronage. He a-nd
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curricular activities and ma.terials are not contradictory and





(3) THE DISPOSITION OE THE PHINCIPAL, TEACHERS,
PARENTS AND imSBERS OE THE COlfIMUNITY
Almost any member of the coimuunity will agree that
tolerance is a virtue. Even when you say race, creed, and
color tolerance community members will see the fairness of
being tolerant toward these groups, but they usually have an
exception. "Color tolerance is all right, but not inter-
marriage," or "The Germans and the French and the
Scandanavians are nice people, but the Greeks 1" or "There is
nothing objectionable about their creed, but they are the
dirtiest people," The exceptions are as numerous as the
people who voice them.
Will the members of the community be willing to judge
minority groups by other standards than tradition and rivalry
and let cooperation for social welfare be the standard of the
school? Perhaps all will if the school will show the
community that it is not advocating int er-ma.rriage with races
of differing colors, nor discounting the social contributions
made by the Germans in favor of the Greeks nor in other ways
trying to build up direct opposition, but rather applying the
measuring stick of social democracy to all groups.
Some of the disposition of the community and parents and
a large part of the disposition of the teacher depends upon
the principal’s social mindedness. If the principal employs
I,
•
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Pollyanna methods, has a flair for the sensational, looks with
disapproval or indifference upon the acts of the pupils or the
efforts of the teachers to foster tolerance he is often ill-
disposed toward the slow development of tolerance.
The teacher must he willing to reward tolerance. He
must he willing to follow the hints, suggestions, and
interests of the pupils who are looking for ways to express
tolerance. He must he willing to find out the needs of his
particular pupils a^nd provide the opportunities for tolerance
training. Both principal and teachers must he disposed to
work out any schemes which increase group tolerance,
A parent, Americanization committee chairman of a war
veteran’s organization came to a school and demanded the
principal, "liy little girl is not going to he in a class
with any d d Italians," the parent shouted. It took three
quarters of an hour for the principal to convince him that
the Italians were not at all damned and that the good
qualities of certain individual Italians in the child’s class
were just what she needed to become a healthy social
individual. The grateful parent got the veteran’s organizatio;
to offer a ten dollar prize for a school essay on tolerance.
Parents are rather careful of the attitudes being built
up in the school and the companions of their children. To
he consistent they must he disposed to let their children he

trained to "be tolerant to insure tolerance toward their own
race, religion, and color. The parent who is the memher of
a subjected group is apt to prefer revenge to tolerance, the
parent in a favored group to scoff at exchange of tolerance.
On these and well disposed and indifferent, and all degrees
between, depend the success of tolerance training in the
public schools. The schools need the approval and the help
of the parents and the community.
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4. TO SOKE E>CTENT THE EQUIPMEET OF THE SCHOOL AHD THE
ASSISTAHCE OF ALLIED AGEHCIES.
No -unusual or costly equipment and none that cannot he
used for other subjects is needed to train pupils to be
more tolerant. Every school needs a socially-minded
principal, and teachers alert, patient and aware of the
opportunities and devices which will best fit the needs of
the pupils under their immediate care, teachers to whom no
course of study is so sacred that it cannot be amended or
displaced in favor of the demonstrated tolerance needs of
the child or the implications of the subject-matter.
That equipment which has been found helpful in
socializing the school will be useful. Ten square feet of
floor space for dramatization, movable seats, one or more
tables for group work, conferences, displays, exhibitions
and the like; shelves for books; bulletin board; blackboard
victrola and poster paper. Of course a radio, vlctrola,
piano and an assembly hall would insure a still broader
program.
Some communities are fort-unate in having local clubs
and societies sufficiently Interested in the school to give
purpose and help to pupils and teachers engaged in social
training. There are clubs that will supply speakers for
school room and assemblies; clubs that will invite pupils
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to pertinent meetings; clubs that offer prizes for essay,
dramatic, debating and spealcing contests; clubs that will
give financial and moral support and advice and furnish
material for instruction if they are interested in the work.
In an extensive study^ for the Commission on the Social
Studies of the American Historical Association Bessie L.
Pierce examined the purposes and activities and public
opinions as experienced in nev/spapers and magazines of
patriotic, service, fraternal, religious, racial, labor and
business societies with educational and civic policies.
Most of these societies are national and international, and
that part of some of their excellent programs for race,
' religion and color tolerance decidedly international. Of
I course the most obvious approach to the race problem is
international, and better feeling toward people who live in
foreign countries is not opposed to the idea of better
I
i
feeling toward the foreigner and his descendant in this
I
country. They can go hand in hand, and the wise school will
call upon the local branch of national societies to help
j
them. But in the interests of tolerance in the community
I
probably no society would be inconsistent to the extent that
it would refuse to help eradicate prejudice *'at home" while
1
'‘Citizenship Organizations and the Civic Training of Youth/'
1935 Scribner’s.
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fostering an International tolerance*
From statements of their policies it would seem that
only the interest and effort of a socially minded teacher
or principal are needed to point out some of the broad plans
of such organizations as the Sons and Daughters of the
American Revolution, the American Legion and The Veterans
of Foreign V/ars, the Kiwanis and Rotary Clubs, the Chamber
of Commerce and the League of Rations Association*
The Knights of Columbus, the Y. M. C. A*, the Rational
Association for the Advancement of Colored people, home
missionary societies, the Junior Red Cross have distinctly
national and local programs*
Certain organizations for character education have
tolerance as an aim: The Knighthood of Youth, the
Pathfinders of America, the Scouts, the Girls’ Friendly
Society, the Boys’ Clubs in different communities and the
Pioneer Youth of America*
Usually these societies do not approach the school or
try to force their plans upon the teachers and pupils. They
wait for invitations to cooperate* In some communities
feeling against the members of a particular society would
neutralize whatever assistance they could give the schools,
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of the society in the eyes of the community*
To he sure the schools that decide whether they will
work with such agencies or work fairly independently, but
they must remember that the citizens in these agencies are
working for the same end as the school and that their plans
for building up a citizenry are not to be ignored. Perhaps
the most difficult task for the school is to find out
which agency it should choose to work with* The one to
which most pupils or their parents belong; the one that has
the largest local membership; the one that offers the most
practical assistance; the one to which the teacher belongs;
the one chosen by a conference of teachers, school
committeemen, citizens, parents or parent-teachers
association? So many organizations offer similar service
it ought not to be an Impossible task to chose one or more
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VI. ATTITUDES OF TOLERANCE TO BE BASED UPON
1. THE EXISTING AND POSSIBLE CONTACTS OP RACIAL, RELIGIOUS,
AND COLOR GROUPS.
COLOR
In the United States black, white, yellow, and red men
live side by side as neighbors; They work together and less
often play together. They may live on "opposite sides of
the tracks," in different "quarters," or "towns," on
separate streets or at opposite ends of the street, but all
are apt to be members of a single community. The red men
are pretty much confined to reservations but descendants
of Indians and Canadians and Indians and Mexicans who have
intermarried are fairly numerous in this country. In some
sections there are almost no yellow men; they exist in the
imagination and in books as do the red men. As friends,
relatives, and house guests men of different colors enter
each other's families*
j








possibility of their coming into our own families,
community, or neighborhood. V/e think of them v/here we
knov/ they are and wonder how they live, how we might visit
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their locality, how we already have contact with them
tlirough husiness and trade. We consider them as human
beings with equal rights - expressed in the Declaration of




Coastal and border settlements are familiar with
immigrants. Immigrants often live v/ith relations to "get
their start." As neighbors and fellov/-v/orkers we are
conscious of them because of the language differences and
customs. V/e feel their presence not only as human beings
but as immigrants. So often in their anxiety to get
started they accept working conditions, wages, and standards
of dress and cleanliness inconsistent with the American
ideal. This is quite a strain on the v/ork relations and
it takes considerable adjustment to have immigrants and
natives look favorably on one another as play fellows and
members of the same community. Only when they third: of
self-defence, their common Interests, and what they would
do in similar circumstances in another country are they
reconciled. Those whose families have been American for
several generations are not a little embarrassed v/hen an
Immigrant marries into the family or becomes a neighbor.
I
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Where the immigrant may be a curiosity or ignored
because of his differences from the native American, the
I
descendants of fairly recent immigrants are feared. The
hyphenated Americans who assert themselves socially or
i
economically or politically are a greater terror to the
i
i business and social life of the native elect. Their ciistoras
j
are made the butt of jokes, their language accents, if any,
are mocked, their vote is challenged and bargained for, and
many of their motives are questioned on the basis of
national bias. Justice to immigrant and hyphenated
American groups is based upon the admission of their worth
as relatives, neighbors, fe Hoy/-workers, playmates, and
members of the community.
VISITORS
As we have to soft pedal the differences betv/een
immigrants and native Americans and prepare ourselves to
receive v/hat contributions immigrants can make to our
welfare, so we are obliged to meet the visiting foreigner.
j
Perhaps he comes as a lecturer to criticize and appraise us,
I
perhaps he comes as a competing worker, perhaps as a student
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I or to do a jod he does particularly well or merely as a
traveler* V/e can appreciate his position when we think of
our ov/n curiosity of what he says and does and our criticism
of foreign countries and their "behaviour toward travelers.
CHURCHES




American may he yellow and the Immigrant white and either
I
may he members or non-memhers of some church. V/hether
church or national origin or color is the greatest unifying
force is disputable* Certainly there are color dis-
criminations shown in some churches and many churches show
national consciousness as Swedish-Congregational, Swedish-
Lutheran. Even where the doctrine is the same, language and
custom make people of the sane national strain build a
I
separate church as in the case of the Polish and French
Catholics. Since there is nothing one can do about his
color or national origin we might well look to religion
which we may choose as an equalizer. But quite often
tradition and a stubborn pride in membership in a particular
I
,
church clouds the truth and lessens the influence of religion,
i The universality of religion should do for relatives,
j
neighbors, recreation and community companions and people
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everywhere what it did for the South Americans, In the
early Spanish migration to South America the Spaniards
refused to marry the Indians* The reason was given as color
differences. After the Christian missionaries baptized
Indian converts the Spaniards and Indians Intermarried freely
without any reference to color* Many Protestant churches,
by exchanging preachers and uniting under one roof, have
tried to wipe out minor differences and encourage goodwill
among members of the same community*
AVOID CONTACTS
There are men who are powerful and Independent enough
to be able to isolate themselves from the social group
against v/hich they hold a prejudice* They will pay a larger
sum for a building through a German agent rather than
purchase it through a Frenchman, All things being equal they
will choose white workers in preference to colored* Some
will buy milk in another town rather than patronize the local
farmer because he is Finnish* Others will caref-ally choose
their employees so that no Jews villi obtain positions* Short
of hermitage it is practically impossible for any man to
isolate himself to the extent that he is dependent upon no
man except those of his religion, race, and color* From this
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we conclude that contacts with one or more racial, religious,





The existing and possible contacts of race, religious
and color groups in the United States may be fairly well
summarized by the follov/ing outline:
BLACK
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2 THE ORIGIN OF INTER-GROUP INTOLERANCE
RAGE PREJUDICE - COLOR
Historically race prejudice seems to have flourished
only recently, l,e., considering the whole siDan of
civilization. It does not seem to he inherited but to result
from education and social pressure. "The
FEAR
origin of race friction lies, not in color or
in race characteristics, but in fear."^ Color is simply the
mark of those that are feared. "We hate people because we
fear them, because our interests, as we understand them, at
p
any rate, run counter to theirs.” We fear their economic
supremacy as in the case of the Japanese on the Pacific
coast when they began to achieve conspicuous business
success, and likewise the negroes when they began to own
property. We fear competitors of all kinds, those competing
for business, ranlc, positions, social status, aliens and
especially large numbers of people devoted to any causes
which seem to imperil our interests.
As we arm ourselves against the aggressions of people
of a different color we come to think that we are arming
ourselves against their color. V/e fear we will acquire the
^Speer, Robert E. "Of One Blood" p.98
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ISOMTIOII
characteristics we despise them for, so
we do not Inter-marry or associate with
I
them and thus a higher harrier is raised. The isolation
intensifies prejudice which is, from time to time, fanned
hy propaganda. There is no relief - fear, isolation,
prejudice, race propaganda, prejudice, over and over.
If we are to develop an attitude of color tolerance
based upon an appreciation of the origin of color intolerance
we may well consider some of the outstanding causes for fear
and hate that lead to color prejudice.
EXPLOITATION
Economic exploitation and moral abuse
of the so-called weaker races. Traders in the pacific
islands have dishonestly bargained with natives, forces them
to v/ork as slaves, and far from their own land and
rationalizing about the *’low” position of the yellow race,
encouraged immorality. No v/onder the Hawaiians have mixed
feelings for the white man. Y/hite missionaries to the
yellow, black, and red men have been a good influence in
%
many cases, but where they disregarded, wholly, the customs
and traditions of those they sought to Christianize, and
by their own actions belied their teachings, they have
destroyed whatever favorable picture of the white man the
colored races may have had or have created a bad picture.
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The gifts of "fire-water" that the early English
colonists gave the Indians was an abuse similar to the
present day traffic in liquor and opium. Those who have no
particular objection to nation and
SUBJUGATION
color zealously refuse to receive any
Chinese or Japanese into this country because of the
connection of the yellow race with opium. The white liquor
dealers are the white race to many negroes who are victims
of intemperate drinking*
The ghost of slavery seems to hover about the United
States* Property rights, voting privileges and social
recognition are still denied the negro in many places in the
South* In other parts of the country whites imitate their
Southern kinsmen and discriminate against the negro in
business and social life. They often claim they have to
draw the "color line" because the negro is "mentally
inferior" forgetting for the moment the mentally Inferior in
the white and yellow races*
NATION
Obnoxious personal habits and mannerisms as not using
soap for cleansing, gesticulating, and speaking with an
accent are associated with color and nation* The way in
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which the Italian ’'talks with his
CUSTOMS, GESTURES
hands” and the Hebrew shrugs his
shoulders to indicate that he "doesn’t know” is not
considered typically American and so not socially acceptable*
j
These mannerisms are spoken of as "inherited” and
j
"traditional in some peoples”, and allegedly inherent, they
cause the stigmatization of whole nations# A glance at the
pictures and literature of the Anglo-Saxon and Elizabethan
Englishman v/ill reveal as frequent and expressive gestures
as the Latin races display in less Americanized groups#
Immigrants to this country have for generations brought
j
with them national and religious prejudices dominant in their
I
native countries. The anti-English feeling of the French in
colonial times has been
IMPORTED PREJUDICES
heightened and intensified again
and again by Scotch and Irish immigration* The Scotch and
Irish look upon the movements and activities of the Americans
of English descent as threats to their nationality and
religion as the British movements so often meant to their
ancestors# The sympathy of non-English Americans toward
oppressed peoples, their association with the intensely
national in politics and social life has kept alive the
feeling against the English, and the fear that the United
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States is in danger of "selling out to the British",
Different languages, different ways of dressing,
cooking and playing, different modes and stsjidards of living,
different religions and political faiths, different values
of all kinds often pit men,
CULTURAL DIFFERENCES
v/ho are unconscious of
national boundaries, against national groups because they
associate the cultural conflict v/ith an acquaintance from
certain nations, or a group vinder a single flag.
National feeling sometimes divides homogeneous races and
sometimes unites different races and colors under one banner.
V»illiam Sloane in "The Balkans, a Laboratory of History"^
says that "in particular the dogma
NATION Al^D RACE
that nationality, ecclesiasticlsm,
and consanguinity are the foundations of political efficiency
has been discredited". And yet we so often hear that true
political success is based upon one nation, one church and
one blood! If nationality does not make
BOLITICS
for political efficiency it is the concern
of political parties. Great care is exercised to see that
one of the candidates on the party slate is an Italian, for
example; or that the candidate be able to address groups of
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Just as diligent is the opposing party in breaking up any
racial or religious solidarity by guaranteeing political
appointments to Italians or putting some plank in the
platform favorable to Italians.
"Among the infinite causes of the struggles that engage
civilized nations struggles for outlets and for means of
subsistence, clashings of pride, metaphysical quarrels -
the vague and obscure antipathies of race
TRADITION
occupy the very lowest place. What is
taken for them is merely the clash of colliding traditions."
explains James Darmsteter in "Selected Essays."^ Tradition
is admittedly as driving a force as rivalry and jealousy and
frequently harder to change. Darmsteter suggests that "the
struggle of traditions, though carried to the battle-field,
can find its definite solution only in the depths of thought
and conscience." Until there is a universal change of
thought v/e will probably see new beginnings of intolerance in
social groups. as lodges, clubs, and societies while they
maintain their traditional (sometimes unwritten) requirements




"Selected Essays" - James Darmsteter p.l74
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Crusading is a natural accompaniment to strong religious
belief. The crusader who fails to convince his neighbors is
likely to feel ernnity toward them. In turn his neighbors
resent his successful or
RELIGIOUS PREJUDICE
unsuccessful encroachment. They
fear that they may be convinced, and, therefore, outcast by
their o^m as the young Methodist in the South. She enjoyed
music and v/as an:^:iou3 to associate v/ith another musician,
Helen 'bright, a pianist in the same town. A week after
meeting the pianist the girl stopped speaking to her. The
Methodist had found out that the pianist was a Catholic.
"The Catholics think their religion is best and she might
make me think so, too. V/hat would my brother do if he knew
I talked to a Catholic?"
Churches with a large attendance ignore those with a
smaller number while the smaller one becomes jealous and
begins to dislike the dominant nationality and color of the
members of the rival
DIFFERENCES OTHER THAN CREED
church. The civic
standing of church members and their political affiliations
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members of a church are Republican, the ardent Democrat will
be loathe to consider the creed of that church. If a
successful manufacturer or society leaders attend the church
it must be the best church to attend. It is observed that a
Protestant refused to associate with all Jev/s except a rabbi
or a Jewish artist, and the most bigotted Protestant will
return the greeting of an orthodox priest. Religious
domination and religious customs breed intolerance especially
during waves of social and political enthusiasm. In the last
ten years since employment has been so difficult to obtain,
political groups have sought, increasingly, to ’’take care of
their own” first. Those of the same religion as the political
boss have frequently been employed because of their religion
rather than their fitness.
Bogardus^ in anallzing the origin of race intolerance
gives prominence to ’’fear of bodily security”,
’’obtrusiveness”, and ’’dishonesty”. These seem to be the
chief bases of religious intolerance, too. Magnifying differ-
ences in a fairly homogeneous group, Bogardus believes,
leads to active bitterness.
p
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aggravating race, (nation and color )conflict
.
Bringing people
closer together more quickly and oftener forces us into
relations we would ordinarily avoid. Thus race consciousnes
advances upon us "with terrifying speed”.
Formerly the ruling class looked upon all races with
j
disdain, but "popular government" quickly asserts Itself for
,




I The third cause for race conflict Ross states is the
I
I
; "inevitable spread of Western civilization". The dominant
race struggles with the subject races, "White conquest and
;
domination" under the guise of Nordic superiority and the
I
British consciousness of belonging to an "imperial races"
;
have hurt other races. The arrogance of the whites often
I
j
forces other races to admit inferiority or lose their heads,
1
The power of money has been displayed in the control of
peoples and their lands and in the manipulation of policy
and in the creation of adverse propaganda, Ross refers to
"big money" control as "capitalistic imperialism".
"The growth of race consciousness" and "intolerant
nationalism" are fairly recent causes for race intolerance.
Fitting for land, religion and glory are ancient pursuits
and "in none of such cases did the thought of racial
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distinctions come to the front." But racial kinships are in
the fore today.
The question of the origin of group intolerance seems not
only to be "V/here did it start?", but "Can we possibly find
enough of the seeds of intolerance to have their destruction
increase the general welfare?" Many authorities look upon
the task as impossible because the beginnings of intolerance
are too often obscure and, more than that, the complexity of
j
most situations in v/hich it is expressed is so great that one
I
cannot confidently say just what part prejudice had in the
anti-social behaviour, even after investigation. Others
I
think we have enough to work on now.
Most of the recognized origins are so absurd and unfair
that they make their own. aopeal to justice. Bringing them to
light would seem to involve little risk and some chance for
.
doing away with group-intolerance.
I
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3 THE NSCSSSITY AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR INTBR-GROUP
I RESPECT AND GOODWILL
' The most bigotted racial, national and religious groups
! expect, themselves, to be tolerated by others. No white man
ever apologizes for the color of his skin as he associates in
.
1
business and society with yellow or black men. A religious
j
body may fear political discrimination but they often feel
I justified in discriminating against members of rival churches.
^
In Roxbury, Massachusetts, one hundred twenty- eight Irish and
I
four German workers organized a social club. After tv/o years
I
I they decided at one meeting that someone of the members
should run for alderman. The Irish members proposed a
candidate and the Germans not having been consulted suggested
that one of their four be a candidate, too. A poll was taken
and the Irish candidate v/as chosen 128 to 4, Leaving the
meeting an Irishman was heard to remark, "Those bigots of
j




The daily demands of causes and campaigns create a
momentum which defies the critical examination of the purposes
and activities of social groups. Yet it is not so much the
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are given freely to support a church or racial or color
society that ”my family always has", the "my customers
support", that "I’m asked to", or that "I’m afraid to
refuse" - but an indifference or conservatism that does not
question the thing "that has existed for some time" or "that
always has been true" that forbids examination. If we really
want to promote the good and the true we may v/ell begin by
examining the purposes and activities of the groups we belong
j
to and then looking into the racial and religious color
I
groups of which we are not members before helping or
withdrawing our support from them.
Certainly no fair minded person asking for time or
money could object to being questioned about the objectives
and activities of the group for which he is solliciting.
When a rumor about the rules or the doings of a group
j
arouses our suspicion that they are anti-social, if vre
question a member or the leader he cannot but be flattered
if the campaign or party or program is socially worthy. If
the activities are unworthy we may have done something to
end them.
Knowing the truth about their own and other racial,
religious and national groups it is incumbent upon members
to actively oppose the anti-social individual and group
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Iexpressions, even at a personal sacrifice.
I
i We could develop a caste system, as in India, to do away
1
I
with religious and racial conflict or a slavery system to
eliminate competition among races and colors or an elaborate
system of residential segregation as "Jim-crow” cars,
separate libraries, labor unions and the like. But these
I
methods are hardly consistent with democracy,
i The "scientific approach” is more in line with
democracy - observing, searching for the truth, suspending
judgment and acting on conclusions. The difficulty comes
,
when v;e find the "truth” is something we abhor, something we
I feel is evil. In the presence of the "evil" we must resist
our impulse to crush it and permit it to exist even thrive
"for the greater good". Too, the cold logic of conclusions
we might reach, may have little appeal to the emotions. It
may be an effort, but surely it is an opportunity to increase
good feeling, if we have refused to associate in business with
an Armenian because we had alv/ays believed that Armenians had
been trained to steal, on finding that all Armenians do not
steal to employ an Armenian immigrant.
!
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Social ostracizat ion, an expose, withdrawal of personal
and financial aid and favoring those rival groups that are
tolerant are some of the means of opposition, \*/hen it means
loss of business, prestige among certain people, and
decreased recreational opportunities as it often does, it
takes courage to make the sacrifice for tolerance.
Getting along with people has alv/ays meant finding out
and doing the things which please them. If our associates
of Irish extraction are offended by "Pat and Mike” jokes why
irritate them by insisting on telling them or tell them v;lth
the idea that the Irish-American "should have a sense of
humor?” If the invitation of a church group to a chamber of
commerce social affair will be appreciated why not give it?
We are all psychologists enough to know of certain social
stimuli make for tolerance and certain other stimuli for
prejudice. It is to our credit to employ those that are
successful in developing tolerance. Bogardus^ says
friendliness is based upon
Similar cultures
Kindness and generosity (courtesy and politeness)
Preservation and common oppression
Dependability and just treatment
^"Race Prejudices"
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Here are a great many opportunities for increasing good
feeling,
Onrs is the responsibility to remove the obstacles to
social harmony within and among groups. An unexpected
kindness, being willing to fight and to work together for a
common cause, displaying a sense of humor, or spreading the
news of worthy enterorises will often disarm rivals. Keeping
an open mind ourselves, aiming and working for social and
political equality will help. The differences betv;een and
among groups are obstacles which can be overcome by
compromise, by magnifying similarities and by minimizing
differences. Here we must also recognize the dignity of each
group and its efforts to advance civilization. VVe must not
let our personal feeling stand in the way of our recognizing
the worth of the group.
This is closely related to justice, the social virtue
which as the basis of tolerance will bear the most critical
inspection and expressions of which are worthy of constant
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multiplication. The causes of intolerance look so small
side of the reasons for tolerance that a just person cannot
help feeling guilty if he is intolerant. Consider a
V/agnerian opera-singer who ’’doesn’t like the German people
because a German boy pulled her hair in school”; the v/onan
who ”alv/ays avoided Italians because they v/ere so dark” she
felt ’’they must have some negro blood;” the man who
wouldn’t relieve his headache with a certain brand of
aspirin because he heard the vice-president of the company
that made the aspirin was a Baptist; the president of a state
college who constantly engaged Protestant ministers to address
the whole college but who repeatedly refused to let a
Catholic priest address a small group of Catholics or a
rabbi address the Jews of the college.
We are daily reminded by trade, communication, foods,
science and art of the interdependence of groups of all
races, creeds and colors with one another. We feel
satisfaction and increased pleasure from their contributions.
Being very practical, even selfish, we recognize the need
for maintaining harmony among groups which will insure
continuance of these benefits. Being more generous we feel
that we might share what we discover and perfect - and this
transfer calls for tolerance.
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Education in tolerance - deliberately organizing
materials and procedures which will increase good feeling may '|
be looked upon as a social opportunity. Reasons and courses
j
and effects will likely appeal to the scientifically minded,
j
i
but tolerance being an attitude, the appeal must also be to
j
the emotions. Floyd Allportl recommends (a) suggestion,
(b) laughter, (c) sympathy, (d) imitation and (e) building
up and maintaining right attitudes in others toward us as
means of social control which will make for better living.
Finding out the tolerance shortages, providing social
situations in which tolerance will be acceptable, broadening
and increasing our knowledge of the purposes and
accomplishments of various races, churches and color groups,
and thinking of the tolerance implications of the things we
have in common are to be considered are opportunities for
tolerance education.
Interdependence in all its phases is the soundest basis
for the necessity of intergroup tolerance and the opportunities
are as numerous as the personal and group contacts within and
among people of varying races, creeds and colors.
1
“Social Psychology" 1924 Chapter X.
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Attitudes of Racial, Religious and Color Tolerance
May Be Based upon Appreciations of the
(a) Existing and Possible Contacts of Racial, Religious
and Color Groups.
(b) Origins of Group Intolerance.
(c) Necessity and Opportunities for Inter-Group Respect
and Goodivill.
which include chiefly
The unavoidable membership and contacts of the
individual with one or more racial, religious
and color groups.
Anti- social origins of group intolerance.
The social waste of intolerance.
The responsibility of the individuals to examine
the purposes and activities of his own and
other social groups.
The dignity of each group and its efforts to
advance civilization.
The Interdependence of all of these groups.
The value of the social contributions of the
members of these groups.
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8. The consideration of group members as human
beings with equal rights - expressed in the
Declaration of Independence as "life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness".
9. The need for granting tolerance to those
from whom it is expected.
10, The responsibility to actively oppose and
remove the obstacles to social harmony
within and among groups,
11, The opportunities and success of certain
social stimuli in effecting inter-group
tolerance
,
12, The "dependence of group success upon the
mental qualities of broadmindedness and
objectivity as both personal and group traits."^
1
Gibbons, A. N, Tests in the Social Studies Bulletin of
The National Council for Social Studies
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VII. MATERIALS AIID PROCEDURES TO BE USED TO DEVELOP
INTER-GROUP RESPECT AND GOODV/ILL.
1. CRITERIA
In deciding who and what in school instruction we are
forced to consider
(a) The Teacher
(1) The teacher should keep a vision of the
social order as it ought to be .
Boyd H. Bode in his "Modern Educational
Theories"^ cautions us that this is one of
the ways of determining sociological
objectives.
(2) The teacher must have the spirit of survey -,
in order to find out the needs of the group
with which he is concerned. This includes
everything from casual observation to
scientific research.
(3) The teacher must provide experiences with
educative value .
"An experience has been educative when the
learner has grown
^ Macmillan Company, Boston, 1927
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(a) In outlook and insight
(h) in attitudes and appreciations
(c) in means of control
He now sees better what to do
He has nev/ things to value. Some old things
he values in new ways. Having different
interests and values he will now act
differently when the time comes.
(b) The Materials of Instruction
(1) The school must provide pleasant experiences .
This does not mean that all the experiences
of the child should be sugar-coated or have
the flavor of forbidden fruit. It merely
suggests that the experience should be
satisfying so that it will be remembered with
pleasure and, if desirable, willingly repeated.^
(2) The experiences must fit the needs of the i
child.
I
Besides fitting the age of the pupil the
j
experiences to develop tolerance should be
j
Ibased upon the interests and drives of the
|
pupil. Sometimes this will mean capitalizing
1 Kilpatrick, W.H. "Foundations of Method" Pp. 197-198 I
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an interest to create a new attitude,
sometimes to preserve a good attitude, and
other times to supply a goodv/ill shortage,
(3) The experiences must appeal to the emotions .
Since emotions are recognized as the basis of
attitudes it behooves us to make use of this
approach.
( 4) The experiences must involve thinking .
Exercise of the will requires thinking. "The
struggle of traditions (culture conflict)
though carried to the battle field, can find
its definite solution only in the depths of
thought and conscience."^ The thinking need
not be cold and abstract. The development of
attitudes calls for dramatized ideas.
(5) The procedures should be based upon the
findings of authorities .
This includes the opinions of group leaders,
the findings of science and philosophy. The
follov/ing socializing procedures are
recommended by professor E. A. Ross:^
(a) Appealing to common background (home,
1 Darmsteter, James "Selected Essays" pp. 173-4
^
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(c) Appealing to common emotional experiences,
(depressive - anxiety of flood,
expansive - common triumphs). "Those
v/ho react alike in the same situation are
dr av/n t ogether . " ^
(d) Eating together
"We v»rill not sit at meat with those
against whom we intend to draw a color
line or a social line."^
(e) Gathering in festivals (Olympic games,
religious feasts)
(f) Group life (family, clubs)
(g) Common prized possessions
(h) Sports
(i) Universalizing the behaviour patterns of
face to face groups. "Treating more of
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Ties created by education travel, nev;s,
common literature and central authority may be
depended upon as socializers.
Note: Extra criteria for reading to develop attitudes by
reading is included as a preface to reading list
pages 143 - 145).
2. ORGAITIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE
SCHOOL AND CLASSROOM.
The development of tolerance in school is not separate
from general social training but a part of it, VJe do not
hire teachers of tolerance as we do physical educators or
English teachers but rather we employ
Social
mindedness teachers who are socially minded, who
have a social viev/point, teachers who are
able and willing and anxious to create and utilize social
procedures.
For the principal it means putting the aim of making
citizens ahead of mastery of subject matter in shaping the
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activities programs, homeroom and assembly plans, guidance
and character training schemes, school campaigns and such
coordinating activities as a school paper and teachers’
meetings. Relations with the school committee and
superintendent, clubs and members of the community, parents,
doctors and nurses serving the school, and work with others
in the community and national programs and projects must not
I
be for personal but for the general school welfare. It means
'
encouraging teachers and pupils who are working for tolerance.
For the teacher it is becoming acquainted with the
i tolerance needs of the pupils and capitalizing the interests i
I
i and drives of the pupils and shaping the subject matter to !
j
i
fit the needs. It is being aware of the tolerance
I implications of the knowledge attitudes and habits being
j
taught and creating and using social situations for direct
tolerance teaching. It is feeling impelled, after six
months or so have passed and no attempt has been made to
j
train the pupils in tolerance, to devise some means of
i
j
bringing that pattern of conduct to the attention of the
pupils. It is looking favorably upon schemes for measuring
and recording cooperation rather than competition and judging
a pupil for social behaviour as well as literary achievement.
It is willingness to expend extra time and effort on
(\ -
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personal interviews, classroom and school programs, and
projects which seem to promise increased group tolerance for
the participants. Social mindedness for teachers is placing
the social welfare and social education of the child in front
and permitting nothing to displace it. It is being a living
example of social mindedness.
I




allows the pupils to take part in the choice and planning of '
I
1
activities is not fostering a social atmosphere. The wise
principal knows that it may be the
Social
Atmosphere informal conversation of pupils of
I
different religions that will help them ^
find a common ground for understanding more surely than in
I
many planned class periods. Responsible for the school i
discipline in general it is his task to see that the visit
of an athletic opponent is not cut-throat competition, that
meetings and parties and assemblies are not so formal that
that easy adjustment which makes for group tolerance is
forbidden. The amount of freedom in the library, the
fairness in a school traffic court or student council, the
character of pre-class periods, recess and play periods, the
|
i
democracy of class and school elections, the distribution of
I
av/sirds of all kinds, and his personal friendliness are some
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of the elements in the school atmosphere which make it social
or anti-social*
The personality of the classroom teacher, his ability to
use socialized procedures and the constant use of social
techniques contribute to the social atmosphere of the class
room. Children are keenly aware of the distribution of
favors, the open-mindedness of the teacher and her insistence
on suspended judgment, the fairness of teachers’ marks, the
!
amount of freedom allov/ed in discussions, the consideration
j
given to some pupils and not to others, and the tolerance of
I the teacher. ^n the classroom that is lined with graphs and
charts showing the relative standing of pupils, v/here the
pupils are seated according to ranks, where the commonest
activities are races, matches and like competition, there is




Social mindedness and social atmosphere are important
i
j
but only the setting and back^ound for social training. In
the classroom of a socially minded teacher in the midst of a
most social discussion a child may say.
Social
Training ”V/ell, what better can you expect of a
Pole.” Social atmosphere and methods are
not enough.
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Social training must be the concern of every teacher
and principal if the pupils are going to continue to "feel
v/ell disposed" and "act better" toward different racial,
religious and color groups.
The social training program is usually the concern of
the principal or head of the social studies department. The
subjects commonly Included are citizenship, character
training, history, and geography. Taught by separate
teachers with little correlation, the teachers of English,
science, languages, music, physical education, and the
domestic and practical arts teaching independently, the social
studies do not fulfill their possibilities.
V/hat can the principal or head of the social studies
department do to make the social training program most
profitable?
1. HE IJAY BE WATCHFUL
Keep an eagle eye on all the activities of the
school to see that no situation breeds or promotes
anti-social habits or attitudes (as race, religious
or color intolerance).
2. HE I.IAY USE OPPORTUNITIES THAT ARISE
For the correction of prejudices. Whiere the
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correction involves the whole school, extra-
curricula activity, or help of an outside agency
he may do it himself. When it better be done in a
classroom he may delegate a teacher*
3. HE mY CREATE OPPORTUNITIES
And situations where attitudes, as tolerance, may be
taught and tested; where the pupil will get some
satisfaction from being tolerant.
4. HE I^Y DIRECT AN ALL SCHOOL SOCIAL TRAINING PROGRAM
(Emphasis here on attitudes) This may be done by
(a) Writing into the courses of study in the school
such social aims and activities as will insure
social training in all subjects throughout the
school during the whole year, e.g. the responsi
bility connected with getting homework in on
time can be left to the teachers giving
homework assignments, the tolerance connected
with inter-school sports to the teachers
involved and there is a reasonable certainty
that the training will be given.
(b) Keeping a filing card of each pupil’s social
needs. As the principal or teachers see some
action or attitude displayed by a pupil v/hich
I
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could stand correction he records it on the
pupil’s social record card. At regular
intervals, perhaps once a month the social
studies or homeroom teacher inspects the cards
and plans to supply the shortages. This
system is not too successful in many schools
because busy teachers do not make a complete
record of needs and because some feel it is
just "one more thing to do” and avoid it.
(c) Using the homeroom or character training class
as the social training ground. Consideration
of one or more desirable traits in the form of
discussion, dramatization, case study and the
like has been found systematic. A question-
box with careful guidance can be very effective
in meeting the needs of the pupils of any one
homeroom. Teachers, pupils and principal
should be permitted to submit any questions
for discussion.
(d) Keeping a checklist of patterns of conduct.
Along with achievement scores every teacher in
the school keeps a list of desirable conduct
patterns or attitudes as sympathy, honesty.
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courage, obedience, orderliness, cooperation,
tolerance, loyalty, and the like, V/henever
the teacher has employed some activity,
situation or reference, i.e,, done something
to encourage or promote an attitude he checks
the attitude fostered*










It is evident that something was done about
tolerance in grade 8A. The story of Sidney
Carton was read. Loyalty for 7B v/as the
composition of a class creed* Patriotism for
8A v/as brought out in a spy story.
At a fortnightly meeting of all teachers the
lists will show the director just what has been
done* If courtesy is the felt need in 8A the
director may ask which teacher can stress that
during the coming two weeks or get all of them
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provides a way of finding out shortages and
planning for immediate satisfaction. It keeps
the citizenship training "incidental but not
accidental. The way it meets the existing
needs and its simplicity and efficiency have
proven very satisfactory.
V/hat can the teacher do to make the social training
program most profitable?
1. HE CAN MAICE THE MOST OP THE SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS OP
THE SUBJECT MATTER.
Civics, history, geography, music, physical education
and the domestic and practical arts offer many
suggestions to the teacher interested in arranging
for discussions and other activities of a social
nature (See pages 110 - 191).
2. HE CAN PIND OUT NEEDS
By test, interviev/, observation or conference with
other teachers and parents. (See pages 39 - 45).
3. HE CAN CREATE SITUATIONS
V/hich will meet the needs of the pupils under his
1 A. C .Harrington - 'Uitizenship Education"- A syllabus of the
State Teachers College, Pitchburg, Mass.
"Keeping a check list" part of citizenship
program for junior high school.
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care. This includes regular class work, homeroom,
club, assembly programs, and extra-curricula
activities, (See pages 92 - 191).
4. HE CAN PROVIDE FOR INDIVIDUALS NEEDING SPECIAL
TRAINING
This may be done by individualizing assignments,
granting special privileges, placing special
responsibilities, taking a personal interest in a
pupil. Patience, extra time and effort are often
needed to make the unsocial pupil a worthy member of
his group.
3. SUGGESTIONS FOR DEVELOPING TOLERANCE






(a) Items which know no racial, religious or color
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diseases money and wealth
1 navies north and south pole
peace radio
(b) Study origin and meaning of surnames of members of
the class®
Compare prefixes and suffixes as O’, Mac, son, sen,
etc., emphasizing the honor of a good name.
(c) Compare the claims of the Greek proverb - "’Tis not
in hate, but love, that men unite themselves," with
the quotation of A. Huxley - "Men unite more
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(d) "Radio programs from foreign countries which I
have heard lately."
!
(e) Hold a contest for an international anthem.
(Suggested by My V/orth to the World - Capen and
Melchior - American Book Company)
.
(f) Hold a dancing party. Let entertainment be solo
dances and songs of different countries.
(g) Hold an Olympic Festival in the manner of the
Greeks. Games of the early days - wrestling,
running, javelin and hammer throwing, etc.
Do not neglect the religious part of the celebration.
'
I
Read or post some of the records of the last
Olympic games.
;
(h) In examining the chief causes of ill-feeling among ^
and between groups we find that most fall under the i
II










civic standing of members
Therefore, we recommend these as subjects for case
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studies . Any example or shortage could be written
up by the teacher and submitted to the class for
consideration#
Describe a tolerance situation-case method. Let
the pupils write a list of adjectives to describe
the people in the case. After the discussion cross
out any that would have been complimentary
adjectives if tolerance had been applied#
Let pupils malie original mottoes on group
tolerance
•
Let pupils listen in to radio programs as
"Religion in the News", Saturdays, "The Catholic
Hour", Sundays, Dr. Fosdick, Sundays.
Produce Lady Gregory's Irish play "Spreading the
News" shov/ing the destruction caused by gossip
aided by intolerance.
Let the musical club produce "Marenka," an operetta
by E. Betzner, Woman's Press, New York. ^5 royalty.
Five speaking parts.
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1. Christinas customs we have adopted from many lands.
Candles, Christmas tree, wreath, mistletoe, St.
Nicholas, wooden shoes by the chimney, carol singing,
etc. ’'oh. Come All Ye Faithful" - song.
2. Thanksgiving pantomlne.
(a) Myth - Story of Ceres.
(b) Jewish festival.
(c) Greek and Roman festivals.
(d) European fairs.
(e) In the Colonies - The arrival of "The Lyon" at
Jamestov/n or the first thanksgiving at Plymouth.
3. Mathematics - "Problem That It Took Thousands of Years
to Solve V/e Can Do in Minutes". Demonstration of the
solution of such problems as counting, representing
numbers, keeping time, measuring and weighing with the
country or people responsible for the solution. Mention
color and creed if knov/n,
4. Musical Programs - Opera, concert and dance - one
number for each for Italy, Germany, France, Russia,
China, United States,
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5. Physical Education - Swedish Calesthenics, National
Games. Typical national recreations as Sweden -
Carrousel; folk dances.
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PROGRAMS FOR EVERY MONTH IN THE SCHOOL YEAR
September LABOR
Bible Reading - Prodigal Son, Luke XX, 11 - 32 .
Song - Negro work songs
"Someone's Got to Pick the Cotton"
Songs from "Porgy and Bess", Gershv/in opera.
Group of poems - From Berton Braley's
"Workaday World" or Edgar Guest's
"Passing Through" or other volume.
Panel discussion - "Collective Bargaining to End
Labor Disputes"
First speaker - Religious differences as a
cause of disputes.
Second speaker - Wages
Third speaker - Color
Fourth speaker - Hours of work
Fifth speaker - Health conditions
Sixth speaker - Native and inmiigrant workers.
Address - Pleasant experiences I have had working in




Song - "America the Beautiful".
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October Columbus
Bible reading - Man reconciled to his brother
Mat. V. 20-24.
Dramatization
(a) The First Immigrants from Europe
Columbus and His Party. Landing on shore
meet Indians. Indians fearful then dance
a welcome.
(b) Receiving Immigrants at Ellis Island.
Coming from boat. Interpreters.
Examinations - physical and mental health,
money, purpose for coming,
destination in the United
States
.
(c) Receiving Immigrant Children at Our School.
In the principal’s office
In the classroom
On the playground.
Salute to flag - Let six Boy Scouts represent
immigrants from every continent living in
America. Stand near the flag during salute.
Song - "star Spangled Banner."
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reading - Forgiving as we are forgiven
Mat. XVIII, 23 - 35.
Salute to flag
Songs - Three songs which the school enjoys singing.
Addresses - Yesterday plus Everywhere equals my
school Today.
Three papers prepared in English classes
1. Early schools - Egyptian, Greek, Homan,
Continental, English, Colonial, Nineteenth
Century. Religious character of schools.
2. Borrowed for our schools - Kindergarten from
Germany, Manual Training from Russia, etc.
3. Appreciation - Contributions of all races,
parents, general public.
Tableaux - Dame School
Little Red School House
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December Christmas
Bible reading - Goodwill message to shepherds
Luke II, 8 - 16.
Song “ "Hark the Herald Angels Sing."
"Good King V/enceslas."
Scene - The Gift of the Magi.
V/hile bible story of the V/isemen is read at
side of stage actors dramatize scene, V/hile
they remain in adoration "We Three Kings of
Orient Are" is sung.
Carol singing - "Oh Little Town of Bethlehem"
"God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen"
"Adeste Fideles" or "O Come All Ye Faithful."
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nuary Brotherhood
Bible reading - The Good Samaritan Luke X, 25 - 37.
Songs - by Jewish Cantor,
Roman Catholic choir singer,
Protestant choir singer.
Addresses - Members of representative clubs with
religious affiliations as
Jewish - Y. M. H. A.
Roman Catholic - Knights of Columbus, Daughters
of Isabella.
Protestant - Christian Endeavor, Girls Friendly.
Anecdotes, stories or the like - Little stories of
the good results of brotherhood.
Brotherhood creed - Composed by pupils and repeated
at this program.
Salute to flag.
Song - ’’Star Spangled Banner.”

February Washington and Lincoln
Bible reading - Render to Caesar. Mat. XXII, 15-21.
Song - "Yankee Doodle"
Scenes - How Washington and Lincoln put their beliefs
into practice.
WASHINGTON
Tolerance of creed and color
1. Treatment of his slaves.
2. Instructions to his officers based on
Note
;
a. To Benedict Arnold, September 17, 1775
relative to a proposed expedition vs.
Quebec*
Restrain every officer and soldier from
the imprudence and folly or ridiculing
ceremonies or affronting ministers or
votaries of another country and punish
every instance of it. Protect with your
utmost Influence and authority the free
exercise of the religion of the country
and the undisturbed enjoyment of the
rights of conscience.
nJ.bon^J focfs
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"The Liberty enjoyed by the people of these
States, of worshiping Almighty God
agreeably to their conscience is not only
among the choicest of their blessings, but
also of their rights, ^/'/hile men perform
their social duties faithfully, they do all i
that society or the state can with
j
propriety demand or expect; and remain
responsible only to their Maker for the
j
religion or modes of faith they may
prefer to profess."
"Writings", Sparks Ed.Vol II P . 168
LINCOLN
Tolerance of creed and color, nation.
I
1, Efforts to free slaves.
"l*m going to hit at that thing (slavery) and
hit it hard."
2. Opposing the formation of groups as the
Know-Nothings during the Lincoln-Douglas Debate.
Lincoln; "I am not a Knovz-Nothing. How could
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oppression of the Negroes be in favor of
degrading a class of white people? Our
progress in degeneracy appears to me to be
pretty rapid. As a nation we began by
declaring that all men are created equal. Now
v/e practically read it "all men are equal
except Negroes"
. When the Enow-Nothings get
control it will read "all men are created equal
except Negroes, foreigners and Catholics".
\Vhen it comes to this I shall prefer imigrating
to some country where they make no pretence
of loving liberty."
Song - "old Folks at Home."
Poem - "Abraham Lincoln Walks at Midni^t."
Songs; "Swing Low Sweet Chariot"
"Battle Hymn of the Republic".
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March Community Fund
SUGGESTED BY COMivIUNITY EFFORTS TO RAISE FUNDS
AT THIS SEASON TO CARRY ON RECREATION AND
WELFARE WORK.
Bible reading - The Good Samaritan Luke X, 25 - 37.
Arrange exhibits of work done by each organization
benefiting from community fund. Have a pupil in
suitable uniform - cap and apron for nurses,
bonnet and cloak for Salvation Army, etc, - in
attendance
.
Talks - Let each attendant explain the v/ork of his
society.
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April Pan-American Day, April 14
Bible reading - Charity is kind Epistle of St. Paul.
Parade of symbols - Christ of the Andes, Trade, Red
Cross, Democratic government. Art, Church, Airways.
Cardboard cutouts carried by children.
Songs - National Anthems.
Salute to flags of all Pan-American countries.
Heroes - Washington and Bolivar
Lincoln and Hidalgo
Dance - Tango
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Goodwill Day, May 18
Bible reading - Tv;o debtors Luke VII, 36-50
Welcome - Let every child of foreign birth give welcome
in his native tongue.
Radio - Listen to the Welsh children’s Goodwill
Broadcast from Wales.
Songs - "Alouette" - Canada
"Minstrel Boy" - Ireland
"Volga Boatman" - Russia
"0 Sole Mio" - Italy
"All Through the Night" - Welsh
Refreshments - Banberry tarts, Dutch apple cake, China
81 xsU t^/jCr IIj:w£>oo-0,
.IIV 9:(xiJ a'lo^dei) owT - gnibns^; oId*f^
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June Flag Day, June 14
Bible Reading - Render to Caesar Matthev/ XXII, 15-21
Song - "Flag of the Free"
Other Flags - Meaning of symbols on such flags as
England’s, Japan's, China’s, etc,
poem - Hats Offi The Flag is Passing By.
Other Symbols - The cross of the church, the Red Cross,
keys, sword, arm and hammer, etc.
Flag salutes - Military, Scout, Police, etc.
Salute to Flag
Song - "Star Spangled Banner"
eciuT. oosjT,
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GEOGRAPHY
The geographic bases of color and nationality and the
origin and spread of religion are reasons enough for the geography
teacher to be conscious of the opportujiities to develop tolerance.
But the avowed purposes of teaching geography in the Junior high are
more stimulating:
To develop better feeling among different peoples.
To help the pupil to understand the effect of
geographic environment on the development of culture.
To help the pupil to see the part human relations ulay
in the development of trade and industry.
To help the pupils to understand the universal inter
dependence of man and his increased happiness through
co-operation.
Besides these general objectives so closely related to
tolerance, there is much geography material which has tolerance
implications.
In trying to get some uniform bases from which to select the
materials which might be used to increase inter-group tolerance,
Isaiah Bowman’s renor^ to the Commission on the Social Stu.dies was
consulted. To Bowman geography is not essentially a social study as
the title of his report " Services to the Social Studies" suggests, but
he does think that geography has social imuli cations. For the sake of
those geography teachers who heed such an outstanding geographer as
Bowman - there must be many - we can rely on the social imuli cations
of gengranhy tn teach tolerance.
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Considering oth.er geography teachers, we may look at the
courses of study in the junior high school revealing such purposes as
stated above. They probably count geography as s. social study. So,
with the curriculum makers who have utility as their first criterion.
They, likely, would not choose geography as a science for junior high
school study where patterns of conduct, not knowledge, is the
psychological requirement, luiless they meant to emphasize the social
values.
Courses of study differ so it has been thought better to
follow a widely used text in ureference to any selected course.
TEXTS CH0SE17 FROM WHICH MATERIALS FOR THE
TEACH IITG OF TOLSEAITCE HAVE BEEH CULLED .
"Southern Lands" - Barrows and Parker, 1934,
Silver, Burdett & Co., Boston
"The United States Among the llations" - Uallace Atwood,
1930. (?inn & Co., Boston
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Compare a physical with a political map of Latin America and tell
why
(a) Certain houndaries follow natural divisions.
(h) Certain hoimdaries do not follow natural divisions.
In studying the origin of the term, Latin America, consider how
many memhers of your community could claim some right to the title,
Latin Americans, "because of
(a) Being immigrants from southern Euroue.
(h) Latin languages.
(c) Architectitre of homes.
(d) Customs used.
"Radio game” sxiggested hy Barrows & Parker. Variation.
You are a radio operator at a "broadcasting station in your home,
town. Call a Latin American station in each country to find out
weather for coasts for prouosed airplane trip from your town.
Let some man in the control room who wants "American radio for
Americans only” tune you out. Convince him that he should let you
continue.
Listen to the produce market reports on the radio. List any from
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BRAZIL AED TWO SMALL ^lEIGHBOP.S. •pRUaTJAY MTD PAHAGUAY .
1. Find in the current ne^vs-Daners any article which reveals the
neighhorliness or lack of neighhorliness "between Brazil and
Paraguay and TJrugioay. Assuming yon are like Brazil, compare your
relations with two of your next door neigh"bors with Brazil *s





(a) Friendliness — trade, exchange of goods, visiting.
("b) Showing respect for language, customs, ideals, property ri^ts.
(c) Tolerating differences of race, creed, and color.
On a pouulation, precipitation, or products map of Brazil,
Paraguay, and Uruguay represent, two people in each country "by dots
or pinheads. Let six mem"bers of the class represent the dots or
pinheads and start arguments a'bout race, creed, or color. Let the
rest of the class represent the total -Donulation or rainfall or
products and let them talk down the arguments of the six "by quoting
the values of the things they represent.
Compare the conditions of the Indian in these countries with the
Indian in the United States an.d in your community.
De'bate: The American consumer of rub"ber and coffee is responsi'ble
for the working conditions on plantations.
Pro'blem. What uart has religious differences of the Indian and the
Latin played in helping or hindering the conquest of his
environment?
Do men of "various hues" in your community have the urivileges
relating to wor^ transportation, education, and health enjoyed in
Brazil? (Read - "The Outlook", Barrows & Parker, Page 28) Why?
- ZLI. -
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7. In the paragraph "Flavor" on page 31, Barrowe & Parker, it says,
"Blacks, virhites, and peonle of many intermediate shades are
mingled in almost every grouns one sees." Is this true of your
home? community? any place you know of?
8. Compare the class distinction of Italian "colonists" on coffee
fazendas with Italian workmen in our country.
9. Do you think Spanish or Portuguese should he spoken in Uruguay?
What language, next to English, is dominant in your home,
community? Does this language ma,ke for friendliness and
understanding or ill-feeling? If for ill-feeling, how could it he
changed?
AHSEUTINA
1. Compare the number of immigrants in your state (World Almanac) with
those of Argentina. Conroare their standing in cities and towns.
If they are more frequently a,voided and left out of things in your
community, tell why. Remedy?
2. If a member of the class can, let him dance an Argentine tango.
3. Play a uhonograph record of an Argentine tango.
4. Examine the snorts section of the newspaper to find out whether at
any of the race tracks Argentine horses are being used. Also note
whether there are any visiting golfers, polo players, or other
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THE PACIFIC AITDEAH COUNTRIES.
1. Indians who intermarry with whites in Chile are known as
mestizos. Compare the standing of mestizos in business, church,
and recreation with mu.lattoes and other mixed colors in the
United States. Cive advantages and disadvantages of peonle of
different colors living apart from one another.
2. From these figures decide whether you should feel kindly or
unkindly toward the people of Chile.
VALUE OF EXPORTS FROM CHILE.
Nitrate $85,808,000




Does it really make any difference how your feel toward them?
3. Are the existing relationships of Spanish and Indians the res^alt
of tolerance or intolerance? Are the relationships between blanks,
whites, and yellow men in your community the result of tolerance
or intolerance? Do any hyphenated Americans show a prejudice toward
\
any color? How could conditions be bettered?
4. Secure a uicture of "Christ of the Andes". Find out the !
significance of the statue in an encyclopedia. What statues or
|
i
emblems of international respect and goodwill has the United States?
Copy at least one for your notebook. jj
5. When, you read of the results of the segregation of the Incas Indians
|
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religious or color grouus in your community.
COUITTRIES OF THE TOTBERIT COAST.
1.
In a history text book, Igok uu the First and Second Venezuelan
questions. Do you think our handling of those qu.estions T7as
prompted by friendliness or fear? Do Germans or Englishmen
in the United States, today, hold any feeling of resentment
against us because of our interference?
CEETHAJL. A2>EEICA.
1. Draw a cartoon "Bridge and Barrier", Central America a bridge
between two continents but little used in transmitting culture;
and a barrier between two oceans but an instrument of culture since
the building of the Panama Canal
.
2. In reading about the delayed develoument of the Central American
states, consider the attitudes of the people within each state
that led to strife and revolution. If the members of different
racial, religious, and color groups in your community respected
one another more, what could they accomplish?
3. If you arrange an exhibition of Central American products, attach a
flyer bearing the words you would say if you met the producers of
Panama hats, bananas, coffee, and sugar.
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CUBA AND ITS ISLAND NEIGHBORS.
Secure the radio program of a Cuban station from a New York
newspaper. Point out any attempt to cater to the United States.
Listen to a radio progrejn, phonograph records of Cuban dance music.
Is there any music you know of just like it? Uhat do you conclude
is our music debt to Cuba?
If you are arranging a Cuban program, include such humorous
musical numbers as "The Peanut Vender" and "When Uba Played His
Tuba Down in Cuba"
.
The sugar producers of the United States look with disfavor uuon
the tariff concessions on Cuban sugar. Arrange a dialogue between
a Louisiana and a Cuban sugar producer; a dialogue between an
American sugar -oroducer and a member of the U. S. Tariff Commission;
a conference between representatives of the sugar producers of
U. S. and Cuba and the U. S. Tariff Commission and a representative
of the Cuban government to try to reach a fair agreement on tariff.
Looking at a man of the Lesser Antilles, what church would you say
influenced the naming of the islands? What is the -credominant
color of the neople on these islands?
What religions, races, and color grouns did the United States adapt
when she bought the Virgin Islands? Consult the report of the
I
National Council of Social Service for 1935 to find out the status
of the black man in the United States. How different is the status
of the black man in the Virgin Islands?
Write to the United States Denartment of Labor at Washington and ask
for bulletins describing a ulsn for heluing the Virgin Islands.
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(a) Ancient culture - Indian, nature, religion, pottery.
Music - "Song of the T^inds".
(h) Spanish culture and Indian cultiire — Sranish missionary,
intermarriage, European customs, Suanish and Indian methods
of warfare, Indian relations with explorers, nottery,
metal work.
Music - "The Suanish Cavalier".
(c) Mexicans in the United States — IThite farmers and "business
men, Mexican la'borers, dancer or singer or actor, tolerance
shown for different religions and customs.
Music - "La Paloma" and "America".
Sym'bols should "be geographic whenever possi'ble. The stm
for Indian religion, worked metal for Indian economic
progress, etc.
2. In three columns under the titles "Due to Geographic Conditions",
"Due to Differing Races"
,
"Due to Religious Conditions" list items
for last tro years which would give a picture of Life in Mexico.
In one or two sentences, following, descri'be the Life of Mexicans
in the U. S.
2. How is the Mexican in the United States regarded as an immigrant,
visitor, tradesman, student, professional entertainer , in movies
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4.
and stories? How mnch of this is our fault and how much his? t
I
j
Hake un a short story with an old hacienda as the setting. Two
Indian cowboys, the children of the owner who live in the canitol,
the ranch manager who must make the place pay, a neon, an American
I
fajnily on a Texas ranch. One cowboy stops at the hacienda, and
tries to win the owner's daughter, the other goes to work in Texas
and falls in love with the American cattleman's daughter.
AFRICA
THE. PARTITION OF AFRICA
1. On the left of a large chart, show by a bar grauh (figures to be
obtained from the ?7orld Almanac) the number of neople of different
nationalities, creeds, and colors living in Africa. On the right
the number of the same nationalities, creeds, and colors in the
United States. As you study about Africa, refer to the chart
whenever you come across a reference to the origin of different
j





2. What part does race and creed ulay in the I talo-Ethiopian invasion
(1935)? What reactionto it is felt in Euroue? Among hyohenated
I
1
American?, especially, the I talian-Americans?
|
,
(Write to Sons of Italy, Boston, for resolutions on Mussolini's actioij)
3. Collect pictures of any section of Africa from the rotogravure
j
section of the news-oauer and mark "race (religious, color) tolerance" I
I
or "intolerance" depending upon the attitude exuressed. Do the
j
situations uictured exist in the U. S.? Whj’-? ^
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Trite to a foreign mission society connected Tvith jouv o\ra church,
to find out what work, other than religious teaching, they attempt
to dc in Africa and how they are received.
EGYPT
Read paragraph, ’’The Mother of Civilization", Rarrows and Parker,
nage 167. List all the Egyptian contributions to civilization
which you enjoy.
Visit a museum containing Egyptian treasures or collect pictures
of Egyptian treasures in the TJnited States.
Tlaich are natural unifiers and which require planned cooperation?
(a5 The Nile River - ne largest river near to you.
(h) Land watered by sufficient rainfall - Irrigated land.
(c) The cotton crop of Egypt - L®-rgest .native crop of your
district.
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Is it "becaTise of the hlanched skin of the white neo-ole there that
British West Africa is called "the white neji's grave”?
White men commonly go to West Africa for fifteen months. What
effect does the temporary settlement of administrators,
missionaries, traders, and the like have on race, religio-us, and
color relations with the natives?
I
Do yo-a know any administrator, missionary, or trader that
settled temporarily in your comm-unity? If so, how did he get along
with the natives? What made him snccessf-nl or -uns-uccessfiol?
FRSITCH AFRICA
1. Whether yoi’ approve of France -using Africa for a military training
ground or not, consider the reason for the lack of trouble with the
natives — "Their (France's) success is due in part to careful
avoidance of all unnecessary interference with native life."
Would this he a good policy for native Americans to follow with
Franco-Americans
,
French Canadians, in America, French, visitors?
Why?
2. Have the miles of French railroads in Africa hindered or promoted
race respect? What of the railroad and bus lines running in your
community? Is any discrimina.tion among passengers as the
"Jim Crow cars" shc-wn where you live?
3. What race, religious, or color differences would make the people
of Morocco, Tunic, and Tripoli desirable or undesirable immigrants
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to the United States? If you know of ojiyone from these countries in
the United States, tell how he felt and how he was treated.
BELGIAIT COUGO
1 . If the decreased rubber and ivory supply is due to the indolence
of the natives, should they he forced to give up the land?
Wh3.t should you do about an old settler living near you who
follows his native customs and whose laziness leads to an untidy
and unhealthy neighborhood?
PORTU&UESS AERICA
1. Portuguese Africa is referred to again and again as "the best
part of West Africa” — i.e. the best for whites.
Uame any parts of your city tha.t are considered the ’’best parts”
for whites, negroes, yellow men, or for peoule of the same
nationality or religion. Is this an advantage or disadvantage?
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1. ABYSSINIA Gather pictures, maps, charts, and diagrams from
newspapers and magazines and paste on poster paper under the
quotation from Barrows and Parker (p. 215) reading:
"Abyssinia owes its independence not only to the ability of
its people, btilwarked by Nature, to offer stout resistance
to invasion, but also to the mutual jealousies of the
European powers chiefly interested in its vast, latent
resources."
As any new war or peace activities appear in the news, paste after
marking race, creed, or color, according to its bearing on any of
the three, in a space left for "latest development."
2. LIBERIA T^rite a "prescription" for the cure of race
differences in Liberia. There are 15,000 negroes from America
and 2,000,000 "natives" in Liberia.
^rite a second "prescription" for the cure of race
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AUSTRALIA
1. Ask yoiir librarian for a Look on the Irish in Australia. While
reading it think of their receution and activities in Australia
and in the United States.
2. Side of a "bar graph showing 6,000,000 white people largely
British and 500,000 people of other colors, write a warning "based
upon your experience with people of different nationalities or
colors
.
3. Look uo Religion in Australia in an encyclopedia. Assume you are
an Australian visiting in California. Carry on an imaginary
conversation with a Californian (another pupil) about the religioiTs
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The excellent material provided hy the Pan-American Union
(see list cf ptihlications explanation page) thoijgh it has the
international point of vie^ is excellent for "the existing and possible
contacts" and "the necessity for respect and goodwill" among social
groups.
Stull and Hatch — Our Uorld Today
Rugg — Social Science Series
St. Hicholas tlagazine
The American Boy (magazine)
The Rational Geograohic (Magazine)
even more than travel and most story hooks emuhasize home conditions
and ways of increasing groun respect and goodwill.

FOR GENERAL READING
17, D. Weatherford — ^The Ne^o from Africa to America”
, 1924,
George Doran Company.
17. C. Br7/ant — ”The African Chief* -- Poem about negro chieftain who
would not he humbled by submitted to slaver;/ so killed himself.
J. H. Newman — "Callista”
,
Longmans, Green. — An excellent tale of a
slave girl involving race, creed (Catholics, Roman ua-gans) and colo
Setting — Africa. As a book, probably too difficult for grade
seven, but the easier chapters and episodes revealing differences
could be read.
Isaiah Bovnnan — "South America, A Geogranhy Reader ”, Rajid McNally & Co.,
Chicago. — Paragraphs relative to the development of desirable
race, creed, and color attitudes.
Service Bureau for Education in Human Relations
"The Negro in American Life", 1935, Thomas Nelson & Sons, N. Y.
"The Latin American in American Life" to be published diiring 1936.
N. E. Guitteau and N. 0 . Ninter, "Seeing South America"
,
1929.
Row Peterson & Co., Evanston, 111. — The constant emphasis on the
reactions of the visitor and the use of U. S. products, especially
machinery, shows clearly what the contact with our country means.
Educational Films
"Bananas" — United Fruit Co., Boston
"Rubber" — Firestone Tire and Rubber Co.
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"THE UIJiteD states AMOliTg THE ITATIOITS"





I. A FAYORSD COIJITTRY ATO ?ILIE .
None
.
II. THE PEOPLE WHO EOUiroED -AND DE7EL0PSD THE I^IE^ NATION.
1. What brought the first settlers to your coininunity? Where did they
come from? Of what religion and color? How do they compare with
the present population?
2. Does the name of your city, its streets, hills, sections, buildings
reflect in any way the former homes, the religiotis affiliations
or the color of the settlers? Which? What changes have been made
in names and why?
3. Make an animated map illustrating these quotations from Atwood.
"For a hundred years after 1790 the people who helped to build
our nation were descendants of the early settlers or people from
Northwestern Euroue. The pioneers traveled by horse, covered wagon
and river boat. In 1790 there were 3,929,214 and in 1890 62,947,714
people in this country."
4. Let each pupil look uu a different state formed from ”the
territory be;rond the Mi ssissi-o-oi" in Compton's Pictiired
Encyclopedia to find out the religion and color of the nouulation.
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Is there any similarity between the climate and resources of the
Far ^est and the climate and resonrces of the countries from which
the settlers came? Estimate the contribution to the progress of
our country made by Spanish missions, Mexican, cowboys, Indians of
the North and Southwest, the Mormons, the Chinese, and Japanese.
TpJce a schoolroom census. Number, age, countries of birth,
birthplace of parents, language spoken, countries visited.
INFOPIIAl DSEATE: Resolved that life in our possessions is so
different from life in the United States that the possessions
should be independent.
III. LANDS TO BE DEVELOPED.
1. Account, geographically, for the fa,ct that the earliest aristocrats
in the U. S. lived on the Atlantic coast, were farmers, and
travelled by boat.
2. Why did most immigrants settle in the Appalachian Highlands?
3. Is there any feature of the Western Plateaus which makes it more
favorable to a white, black, yellow, or red man? If so, what?
IV. TEE ZLIVA’HE OF THE UNITED STATES.
1. Ask your science teacher to help you prove or disprove:
(a) Only negroes can stand the heat well enough to work in
the South.
(b) Few Swedes settle in Texas because it is too hot.
(
c)
The Japanese are used to earthquakes so they are well
- -s-uited to C.^l ifnmlfl..
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2. Head atout the effect of climate on races in ”0f One Blood" "by
Hohert Speer.
3. What effect has hxmidity on yovx disposition? Must we forever he
unfriendly to someone we met on a moist day?
Y. THE USE OH THE Fmi LAMPS
1 . What might happen if
(a) A farmer refused to huy fertilizer heca.use the salesmen
were Hussian immigrants.
(h) A farmer refused to irrigate his sugar heet crop because aji
Irishman controlled the irrigation project.
2. Surrounding a man of the Central Plains, put figures of men and
women representing the farmers, the inventors, makers of machinery
used. Consider the feelings of Central Plains residents for these
workers. Would differences in race, religion, or color lessen
their resuect for one another?
3. Assuming that the largest uercentage of workers in the orange groves
of California are former Mexicans receiving wages so low that they
cannot live decently, what can you do about it?
4. Criticize the following remarks heard when a farmer brought his
produce to the city.
Farmer — Get out of the way, you Dago.
Group of Russians — A hick farmer. Just hit town. He’s not
on to all the city slickers.





Farmer — I'd rather do "business with a Jew. !7ith him
you know you have to "be on guard.
5. Read — "As the Earth Turns”, Carroll.
VI. THE USE OF THE GRAZBIG LA1ID5.
1. How did the increase in the number of cowboys and the coming of
railroads change the population of the Great Plains?
2. Collect pictures to show the almost perfect adaptation of the
Navajo Indian to his environment.
3. Is it right for a meat nacking industry to exclude Danish workers
because Denmark is such a heavy competitor? Explain.
VII. OPR FOREST RESOURCES.
1. Write to San Angelo, Texas, to find out about the pronosed
international nark at the Rig Rend. Should we spend money in a
conservation project which will help Mexican Indians when we already
have a big Indian reservation bill for our own Indians? Why?
2. Let punils pose to represent the feelings of the Japanese lincber
customers, the Irish naner mill worker, a Negro oyster shucker of
New Jersey needing fuel, a Chinese visitor, and an American picnic
party on seeing a tree destroyed.
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VIII. OUR FISHERIES MTD THEIR PRODUCTS.
V^rite three T)aragraT>hs on the demand for fish h;/ neople of certain
countries and certain religions.
2. Maine coast fishing tonics for investigation-
Fishermen spreading English language among Indians.
Fishermen teaching Japanese fishing methods.
3. Discuss the manners and living conditions among the negro oyster
shuckers of Hew Jersey and the Greek snonge gatherers of Florida.
IX. RESOURCES EELOU THE SOILS .
1. Find out what Catholic priests have done in the coal fields of
Pennsylvania to solve labor troubles.
2. Side of a list of metals which you may be using, put the uses of
these metals in religious services and racial ceremonies.
X. OPR miTH OF HATER POUSR .
Hone.
XI. THE GROnH OF MAHUFACTDRIHG.
1 . On a list of inventions and inventors that changed manufacturing
put the name of country from which each came. How many
representatives of the same countries live in your community?
Do their activities demand respect similar to that demanded by the
inventors?
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2. Is lalsor the tool of industry? Has the manufactu.rer any
obligation toward the worker as allowing him to follow native
custons and permitting him to observe religious festivals? If so,
what?
3. Find out from the Chamber of Commerce what employers are doing to
help foreign bom enroloyees through special classes, helpful
foremen, reading matter.
4. ^^hat do church societies in your community do for the better
relations of native and foreign and white and negro and yellow
workers?
5. Make a graph showing the work done by immigrants- See ^est & lest,
"Our Country Today”.
6. In the next political campaign, notice what consideration is shown
to foreign born and hyphenated Americans.
7. Invite three different foreign workers to class to tell what
considerations in business, social, uolitical, and religions life
have been shown to them. Ask what more could be done.
XII. THAirSL, TRAITSPOP.TATIOIT AlID COM?.TOTICATIOH.
1. Debate; Resolved tha,t modern means of transportation and
communication does not bring us together menta.lly and spiritiially.
2. Make a class list of favorite radio stars- Would you be willing to
associate with these people socially? in business? Do you feel
well disposed toward people you loiow of their religions,
nationalities, and colors? Why?
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3. Make an effort to write to or visit someone you have been
avoiding for no good reason.
4. Panel discussion on newsuapers; foreign language, religious,
color grouns; nationality and religion of editors of all newspapers
censorship.
5. Write an imaginary story of "Television in every home in every land
showing the uossibilities of increased understanding.
XIII. THE DEYELOPIGSTT OP COMI',gSRCE .
1. Iviake a series of cartoons on Domestic Commerce. Let commerce be a
man depending uuon a cane. Mark the cane Indians in the first
nicture, Yankee peddlers in another, etc.
2. Make a list of nales of business etiquette for a boy just about to
leave school. Example:
Use uniform courtesy in talking with people of all races, creeds
and colors.
3. What imports would you be willing to do without? In what ways can
you show your aupreciation for the services of foreign countries?






Composition subjects as well as stories ajid poems are
opportunities for character development. Some subjects,
which if Investigated, might be expected to increase
tolerance are;
!• Name calling - Calling a spade a spade and an
Italian a Dago, etc.
2. Charity begins at home - tolerance among families
and friends.
3. We dislike in others our own worst fault - Is it
intolerance in any degree.
4. Write parables - up to date stories with tolerance
for the moral.
5. ”l had a friend" - Charles Kingsley - lost through
some petty intolerance.
6. The comradeship of the soldiers of Kipling.
7. The religious foundations of American colleges.
8. I wish I knew a Polish (other nationality) family.
9. The origin of churches in my community.
10.
Minnesota without the Swedes - use other places and
nationalities
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11. My Italian (other nationality) neighbors, near and
far.
12. "And Yiho is My Neighbor?" - an editorial on the
need for tolerance in the community.
13. A school creed - include tolerance of race, creed
and color. If a creed already exists write in a
tolerance clause.
14. A tribute to a tolerant man - suitable for an
inscription on a monument.
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IARTICLES FOR DISCUSSION, ORAL AND V/RITTEN COI.IPOSITION
From Compton’s Pictured Encyclopoedla




Boy Scouts pp. 477-486
Daily Bread of the World pp. 496-500
Land of the Maple Leaf pp. 601-610





100000 years of progress pp. 771-776
Cliff dwellers pp. 793-794
Clothing Industry pp. 805-809
Coffee pp. 320-824
Ties of Trade that Unite
the World pp. 852-853
The Mohammedan Religion and
Its Founder pp. 2275-2278
Monks and Monasticism pp. 2298-2302
The President who said to
Europe "Hands Off". pp. 2305-2307
Morse, S. F. B. pp. 2329-2331
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The Ancient Art of Orpheus pp.
Mythology pp.
Where the people of two Nations
go to play (Canada and United
States pp.




Grim Guardians of the Seas pp.
Nebulae pp.
Negro pp.
Nelson, Admiral Horatio pp.
Nev/ Mexico pp.




The Holy Land of Christians,
Jews and Mohammedans pp.
papacy pp.
The Mother of Parliaments pp.
Philippine Islands pp.



























The Phoenix of the Nations -
Poland
Police
Travels and Adventures of a
Letter
Printing
The Great Drama of the
Reformation
Red Cross
Religions of the World
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Shall I ask the hrave soldier, who fights by my side
In the cause of mankind, if our creeds agree?
Shall I give up the friend I have valued and tried
If he kneels not before the same altar with me?
Prom the heretic girl of my soul should I fly.
To seek somewhere else a more orthodox kiss?
NoJ perish the hearts and the laws that try
Truth, valor, or love, by a standard like this*
Moore
Poem from Boston Herald of February 2, 1936.
"in the Old South" - A plea for freedom of worship by a
woman appearing in the Old South Church of Boston
"Dixie" - Albert Pike - Southern form of the song.
"From an Ode for Decoration Day" - Henry Peterson
Invocation to the common past of the North and South.
"And in the realms of sorrov; all are friends".
"The Angel’s Song" - Edmund Hamilton Sears
Commonly sung at Christmas time as "it Came Upon the
Midnight Clear." Angel’s song is "goodv/ill to men."
"America" - Bayard Taylor - An ode on the fusion of races
in America.
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’’The Blue and the Gray" - Francis M. Finch
Well known memorial to the soldiers of both North and
South who fought in the Civil V/ar.
"To Russia" - Joaquin Miller - Excellent for Russian
debt to the Jew.
"The Last Reservation" - Walter Learned - As the
Indians were pushed westward to make room for growth
of the white man’s civilization.
"Under the Red Cross" - Chauncy Hickory - Care of a
Red Cross Nurse.
"The Indian's Welcome to the Pilgrim Fathers" - Lydia
Huntley Sigourney - Questions the white man's return
to the zealous welcome of the Indian.
"America" - W. C. Bryant - A defense of youtliful
America against older nations.
"Liberty for All" - V/. L. Garrison - Chief concern is
the negro slave but a plea for "equal brotherhood" for
all.
"The Making of a Friend" - Edgar Guest - A pleasant
rhyming recipe for making a friend.
"Living with People" - Edgar Guest - Of course it is
easy if you pay with a little thought.
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For correct use of the following words consult a
dictionary:
CREED
Religious freedom - religious tolerance
Protestant
Jev7 - Hehrev/










Cotmtry - nation - state
National - international - universal
arbitration
A.'10':* imHOITOia
i3 •tlijFii'roc gftlwollo'x Qilw*’ lo op.u d’oo'i'ioo
8ori3'XdIoJ - ^obes^i*! ai/oi;i?lIoH
aectoif
wo-rJf^H - W9a
nAcr«^v‘ToIo - .Wcijs*! - TO^-ilnim













ocfBd-3 - j-iolifs/t - T^dTriioO
iBa'iavxitjj - Ii!no£d‘.Qf£‘i©ctrti - IjartoUB'..
noicJG^d’.id'iB
Folk-v/ays - modes - manner
Psin-American, Lat in-American, American
Alien, immigrant, foreigner
Naturalization, immigration, americanization
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READING TO DEVELOP TOLERAITCE
According to an extensive study made Ly Katherine N.
Lind^ reading will not of itself develop right social
attitudes, Reading may be most unsocial. It runs all the
way from isolation to complete socialization. Interest in
reading depends upon active or suppressed desires and
cannot be otherwise created
. It would seem, then, that a
"good book" without appeal would have little social value.
The attitudes formed through reading, she says, must
be given a chance to function in a social world if they are
to continue. The socializing effects of reading are
dependent on the social background of the reader, the type
of literature read and the conditions under which the
reading is done, Reading influences the attitudes of the
reader only ^ ^ is able to make personal identifications
and only if he can sustain his new attitudes in some group.
School books, non-fiction and newspapers in which there is
no personal identification affects attitudes by defining
objects and situations.
Reading does not respond to the reader. There is no
interaction as in social life, Reading simply enlarges
and more sharply defines images through reassociation,
^Social Psychology of Children’s Reading - American Journal
of Sociology, January, 1936.
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Therefore, to get any change in attitude through reading the
material read must he discussed to get the social interaction;
and it must he applied to concrete situations ,
Applying these findings to the selection of a reading
list to develop tolerance, respect and goodv^ill in junior
high school pupils there are not many hooks in which the
child can personally identify himself with the situations
and characters. They are too fairy-like, i^ythical and remote,
Kost hooks about foreign children are about foreign children
in their native lands which would seem to have little to do
with those in our country. Books about negroes are about the i
I
negro in slavery. Religious tolerance, in hooks on the
junior high school level, is seldom an issue,
!
Of the numerous hooks suggested by the National Council
1
of English Teachers and by publishers' catalogues by the
j
Boston publishing houses visited, by religious book stores,
by replies to a questionnaire to twelve racial, religious
and color groups, on examination, the following were found
most satisfactory:
Adams, Julia Davis - "Vaino; A Lad of New Finland,"
E, P, Dutton, IT, Y,
The ideals and struggles of Finns and the part Vaino
had in the fight for Freedom,
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Ainsworth, John - "The Story of St, Christopher,"
Macmillan Company, N, Y, 1928,
St, Christopher, a man from Syria among the Asiatics,
Berthold, Thomas - "Lives of the Saints,"
Benziger Bros. K, Y, 1900,
Lunn, Arnold - "A Saint in the Slave Trade,"
The story of St, Peter Claver.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth - "The Golden Horseshoe."
Macmillan Company, H, Y, 1935,
The friendship of Tamar an Indian princess. A growing
understanding and change of heart toward Indians, negroes
and a Quaker tutor.
Crew, Helen Coale - "Saturday’s Children,"
Little Brown, 1927,
Children in all countries have the same hopes, fears,
and love for fun, "Saturday’s Children" work hard for a
living in Killarney, Scotland, Paris, Florence, Heidelburg,
and Greece,
Crew, Helen Coale - "Under Two Eagles,"
Little Brown, 1930,
A brave Polish boy born under the White Eagle goes to
"
,
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the United States and lives under the American Eagle, a full
life.
Duncan, Hannibal Gerald, Ph.D. - "Immigration and
Assimilation." D. C. Heath Co,, Boston. 1933,
^
A thorough study of Immigrant backgrounds in Book I
I
and Assimilation in the U, S, in Book II,
Really a college text. Eirst book good for teachers
and social workers. Second book divided into life stories
of first, second, and third generation Americans with an
average of eight life stories in each of the Teutons,
j





I Almost every story shows the mixture of race, religion
and color and some feeling of prejudice or tolerance upon
the part of the narrator. Good for case studies.
Best single volume on the subject,
Eaulkner, Georgene - "Road to Enchantment."
Sears
.
Fairy and folk tales from all over the world.
Fox, Genevieve - "Mountain Girl,"
Little Brown. 1936,
Intolerance in the Kentucky mountains and what Hurse
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Sairy Ann Hall and her "book laming" did for it. Pleasant
romance,
Pry, Maragaret - "Man and His Customs,"
I
Thomas S, Rockwell Co,, Chicago, 1931,
j
Uncovers origin of custom and asks and answers "Are
i our customs better than those of other people?"
Giles, Dorothy F, - "Adventures in Brotherhood."
I
Council of Women for Home Missions, H. Y,
The realism of cases of race intolerance that need
i
Christian kindness for solution fill the book. Ho drastic
i
I
changes suggested, just "lend a hand."
!
Grant, Capt, G. H. - "The Half Deck."
Little Brown & Company,
! A Scotch man has a grudge against the Chinese fireman,
1
j
The spirit of Christmas avoids mutiny.
Gulliver, Lucille - "The Friendship of Hat ions,"
Ginn & Company, Boston. 1912,
Chiefly the last chapter "The \7orld Brotherhood" for
its explanation of the contacts of early peoples; how they
fell away and modern incidents of cooperation. Rest of the
book has to do with international peace.
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Hammond, I'Irs. L, H. - "In the Vanguard of a Race,"
Council of v7omen for Home Missions, H. Y,
Sketches of the lives of twelve negroes who have
achieved fame as poets, inventors, educators, and business
men and women,
Haynes, George S, - "The Trend of the Races,"
Secretary of the Commission on the Church and Race
Relations of the federal Council of Churches of
Christ in America; formerly of the Bureau of Negro
Economics of Department of Labor,
Council of Women for Home Missions, N, Y,
A book showing relations between whites and negro
races, reasons for maladjustments and suggested remedies,
Hess, Ejeril - "High Adventure,"
Council of Women for Home Missions, N, Y, 1925,
A story of Slavic Pioneers in America, Stresses life
in the family and the influence of religion,
Kerr, Annie B, - "Wednesdays,"
The Women’s Press, IT, Y, 1929,
Book on struggles of immigrants individualized by




Knipe, Emilie Benson and Alden, Arthur - "Girls
of ’64."
Macmillan Company, U, Y.
Civil Y/ar from Southern Point of view.
Laughlin, Clara E. - "'^Yhere It All Comes True in
Scandinavia.
"
The experiences and observations of two children
travelling in Denmark, ITorway a^nd Sweden, Besides being a
good travel book there are historical notes and frequent
references to things more or less familiar to Americans as
Hans Christian Anderson, St. Nicholas, Visit of the Yale
Glee Club at Stockholm, John Ericson and the Monitor.
Vikings, skiing.
McCombs, V. M. - "From over the Border." (Mexican),
Council of Women for Home Missions, N. Y. 1925.
Shows historical background of Mexico, immigrants and
other Spanish speaking peoples in the Southwest. "Shows
marvelous opportunities for Christian work among these
people." Good on color line of Mexico too.
McCulloch, Rhoda E. - "And \7ho Is My Neighbor?"
Association Press, 347 Madison Avenue, N. Y. C.
A book replete with examples of understandings and
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misunderstandings in business, social, educational and civic
life. Numerous suggestive problems and questions throughout
the book which could be used as the basis of classroom
discussion.
-




A pioneer girl in Oregon is kidnapped by the Indians.
Her friendship with an Indian girl helps her.
Muller, Kenneth - "Peasant Pioneers."
1
1
Council of Women for Home Missions, N. Y.
1





Patterson, Frances T. - "White 7/ampum."
Longmans, Green & Company, IT. Y. 1935.
Conflict of Indian tradition and the Christian ambitions
of an Indian orphan. Among same Christian Indians she finds
refuge. Good picture of Jesuit missionary work in Mohawk
valley.
Snedeker, Caroline Dale - "Uncharted Ways .
"
Doubleday Doran cc Company, IT. Y.
The religious difficulties of the Q,uakers in Puritan
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Speer, RolDert E, - "Of One Blood,"
Council of Women for Home Missions, H, Y,
A scientific explanation of the origin and nature of
race hut not in scientific terras. The idea of race
superiority and the good and evil in race distinction
enriched hy examples familiar to a child. Six different
solutions of the race problem are suggested with Christian
brotherhood favored,
Stoddard, Lothrop - "The Story of Youth,"
Cosmopolitan Book Corp,, H, Y, 1928,
Twenty-five to fifty pages on children of eleven
different ages from Egyptian to today,
Stuart, Dorothy M, - "The Boy Through the Ages,"
Geo, H, Doran Company, H, Y, 1926,
Child life well explained and illustrated from early
Babylonia and Egypt to Nineteenth Century,
Stuart, Dorothy M, - "The Girl Through the Ages,"
J, B, Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, Penn, 1933,
Child life well explained and illustrated from early
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"A Girl from London: A RomanceVarLle, Rachel M.
of Old Virginia."
Little Brown & Company.
Showing the influence of a Southern colonial patriot
on an English girl in 1770. Religious compromise, relations
with negroes as servants.
White, William C. - "Made in Russia."
Alfred A. Knoff, N. Y. 1932.
Old and New Russia - Explanation of the religious
significance of ikon painting. Evolution of the work of the
Russian people interestingly told and illustrated by stories
of woodv/ork, leather, silver, rugs, tractors and dynamos.
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RECOMliEKDED BY CLARA HUNT OS THE
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY
POETRY AND BIBLE
Bible Stories (Old Testament) - Houghton
The Story of Stories (New Testament)
- Macmillan
Treasury of Verse for Little Children
- Macmillan
This Singing World - Harcourt
Come Hither - Knopf
STORIES OS MANY LANDS
Boy Emigrants (The West) - Scribner
Jolly Good Times (New England) - Little
King Tom and the Runaways (So.)- Appleton
|
Captain Kitut (Eskimo) - Little
The Adventures of Bill Topsail
(Newfoundland) - Renell
Ungana Bob (Labrador) - Grosset
The Magic Sorest (Canadian Sorest)
- Macmillan !
The Village Shield (Mexico) - Dutton
Jackanapes (Eng.) - Bell
J
Tom Brown's School Days illustrated by
Sullivan (Eng.) - Macmillan ji
Castle Blair (Ireland) - Little
The Refugee Samily (Srance) - Harcourt
Lady Green Satin and Her Maid Rosette
(Srance) - Macmillan
n.r^o-:yT 2:100?
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Part or Genevieve (Prance) - Dutton
Spyri Heidi (Switzerland) - Houghton
Do dge Hans Brinker (Holland)
Westergaard Henry and His Travels (Aus. and Den.)
Mo rley
- Appleton
Donkey John of the Toy Valley (Tyrol)
- McClurg
Eeltramelli Piccolo Pomi (Italy) - Dutton
Zwiegmeyer "yhat Happened to Inger Johanne (Norway)
- Lothrop
Crichton Peep in the \7orld (Germany) - Longmans
Haskell Katrinka (Russia) - Dutton
Stavley ¥y Kalulu (Africa) - Scribner
Rowe The Rabbit Lantern (China) - Macmillan
Gaines Treasure Plower (Japan) - Dutton




The King's Powder (America) - Lothrop
Meigs Master Simon's Garden (America)- Macmillan
Clemens The Prince and the Pauper (Eng)- Harper
Dix Merrylip (Eng.) - Macmillan
Huntington His Majesty's Sloop Diamond Rock (Eng.)
- Houghton
Pyle - Men of Iron (Eng.) - Harper
Yonge The Little Duke (Prance) - Bell
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Attend a session of court where aliens receive their
citizenship papers.
Attend the graduation or closing exercises of
Americanization classes.
Attend open meetings of Chamber of Commerce, service
clubs as Rotary and Kiwanis, Knights of Columbus,
Y.H.H.A,, negro and oriental societies which may be in
your community.
View exhibits, displays and the like which show the
accomplishments, contributions or treasures of racial,
religious and color groups, e.g.;
Color - "Fru itlands , ” Harvard, l^assachusetts
,
Indian collection. "Fruitlands*' has religious
significance, too, in that it was the home of
a religious society - the Shakers,
Nation - Displays in clubrooms of hyphenated America.n
societies
.
Contributions of other nations in Fine Arts
Museum, Boston, Massachusetts.
Religion - Catholic - visit church, convent, monastery,
Protestant - visit church,
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Visit the Mapparium at the Christian Science Publishing
House in Boston,
"The mapparium, in short, is this: A sphere, thirty feet
in diameter, the framework of which is bronze, so
constructed as to form ten degree latitudinal and
longitudinal divisions, within which a.re fixed sections
of glass painted on the concave side which represents
exactly the whole surface of the earth as it appears in
true spherical shape on the outside of the great ball
which we know as the ea.rth,” The openings into the
globe are connected within by a glass "bridge of amity."
Should a visitor stand alone in the middle of the bridge
and whisper he hears his own voice and none other
magnified many times. Should he stand on the edge and
listen to others he hears a remarkable blending of
voices - a "world full of harmony,"
Visit the Borroughs ITewsboys* Foundation, 10 Somerset
Street, Boston, to see boys of all races, creeds and
colors working and playing harmoniously.
Big activity program.
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Excellent materials and guidance service may be obtained
from:
Service Bureau for Education in Human Relations
505 West 121st Street, Hew York City ,
(a) "The Jews in American Life,"
(b) "The Germans in i\merican Life."
(c) "The ITegro in American Life."
Books on British, Scandinavians, Slavs, Orientals,
Latin-Amer leans in preparation.
Playlets in print.
Mimeographed sheets containing materials and activities
for secondary school history, music, literature, science
and problems of democracy,
Rational Conference of Jews and Christians
289 Eourth Avenue. Hew York City
.
"Readings in Worldraindedness ,
"
Also a book - "The American Way."
Division of Inter-Racial Unity,
Massachusetts State Eederation of VIomen's Clubs
l!rs. W, I. MacAulay, 109 Fernwood Avenue, Revere, Mass,
"A List of Books and Program Suggestions,"
The books are chiefly of adult level, but some for

children have "been recommended by the librarian at the
Boston Public Library. The programs are available
speakers, musicians and dancers.
4. The Y.M.G.A. and the Y.W.C.A. print paper cover books
on race relations for discussion groups.
Young Women’s Christian Associations
600 Lexington Avenue, hew York City .
"A Brief Reading List on Immigration, Immigrants




in COmCTIOH WITH HISTORY
Guide - "Exploring Americaja History" - M. B. Casner and
R. H. GaBriel, 1935. Harcourt Brace & Co. N. Y. C.
I. WHY DIB EimOPEAITS WAIT 500 YEARS TO DISCOTO AI.IERICA AGAIII?
1000 - 1506
1 . THE VIKINGS
(A) Pioneers from Scandinavia that settled in the IVest -
Lindberghs.
(B) Look up Jennie Lind, singer; John Ericsson, inventor;
Sigrid Undset and Ibsen, writers; Alfred Nobel,
«
philanthropist; to find out what these peonle have meant
to America.
(C) A cartoon based upon publishers' note "All rights reserved
including the Scandinavian"
.
(D) In the ^orld Almanac find the Nobel Prize winners.
(E) Listen to "Finlandia" by Sibelius or listen to records
of Ozzie Nelson.
(F) In an encyclouedia, find the Norwegian Church in America.
(G) Write for material on Swedenborg. Address-Swedenborg
Publishing Co., Bo(?owin St., Boston.

CRUSADES
(a) See the motion nicture "The Crusades" or obtain pictures
of the film from the Motion Picture Producers of America
II. Y. C.
(B) In discussion of the Crusades, raise the questions:
^ere there purposes other than religion? Should the
representatives of Christian and Mohammedan religions
in America today take uu the old quarrel and fight it to




3. lUROO POLO IN CHINA
(A) In di scussing the travels of Marco Polo, bring out
the fact that neither he nor the Chinese were
antagonistic because of color.
Trade with the East was carried on without reference
to color.
(B) Label two columns - ”What Polo Got Prom the East" and
"IThat America Is Getting From Easterners", respectively,
and fill each column with illustrative names and pictures.
(C) "East is East and West is West and Never the Twain Shall
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II. HOW lOJCH DID THE EAULY EXPLORERS LEARIE ABOUT MBW WORLD
GEOCtHAPEY-? 1495 - 1610
I
. COLIMBIJS AHE SPAMISH EXPLOPPIHS
(a) In discussion, raise questions:
How did the Spanish treat the "copper-colored" men they
found in America? How were they treated hy the Indians?
Compare the relations of the Suanish with the Indians
Pizarro met and those Balhoa, met. How were the Indians
Christianized? How are the Indians in America treated
today?
(B) In any list of Spanish discoveries check all the names
of religious significance.
(C) Lock up the purposes and activities of the Znights of
Columhus in an encyclopedia and tell how they carry out
some of Columhus' ideals.
(D) Pind out from the nearest Knights of Columhus Council
about entering their annual contest for an essay on
patriotism. (H)
(E) Read one or more of the Racial Contrihution Series of the
Knights of Columhus - "Th.e Jews in the Making of America"
hy George Cohen; "Negroes in the Making of America" hy




III. WHAT PROGHESS HAJ THE IHDIM liADEl
100 - 1500
(a) Cartoon - "Give and Talce" showing what the Indian gave the
whites, and the whites the IndiaJis.
(B) Compare the training of an Indian toj with your own education.
(C) Prohlem t - Has the culture of the Indian been preserved hy the
existing redmen to any extent?
(B) Send materials to the American Red Cross to he forwarded to an
Indian Reservation to he ma.de into a model Indian doll.
(E) Read "Indian Boyhood" hy C. A. Eastman.
(F) Sing Indian songs as "My Bark Canoe" hjr F. R. Burton, "Indian
Lullahy" hy Longfellow.
(G) In an encyclonedia read about the first Christian church in
America on the island of Haiti. (Rema,ins of hewn stone church
there today) See what the Indians thought about the erection
of a church.
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IV. TVHAT WERE THE HESULTS OF SPAIIT’S
DISCO^/ERY or GOLD lU AI.IERICA?
1519 - 1776
(a) Read a'bout the missionary a.nd educational work of some of
these Spanish missionaries:
Las Casas - Dominican missionary 60 years.
Louis Cancer - Dominican martyr.
Da Corpa - Franciscan in Georgia.
John Juarez - Franciscan in Florida.
Andrew de Olraas - Master of several Indian languages.
Peter Martinez and John Roger - Jesuit scholars in Florida
to study Indian languages and customs.
(B) Construct a model of a Spanish mission. Place side of it a
picture of life today in California or Mexico. Be sure that
religious and racial differences are shown.
(C) Assume you are offered a chance to study Spanish next year.
Tell why you would or would not except the offer.
(D) On opaque paper draw a picture of the conditions in (a) Spain,
(h) France, and (c) England. Over each paste a piece of
cellophane on which is drawn (a) Spanish missions and gold in
America, (h) French fort in Carolina, (c) English sea dogs
attacking Spanish ship.
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V. 7JHAT DID EUGLMD HAVE TO LEAHIT BEFORE SHE
TTAS ABLE TO PLAITT A SUCCESSFUL COLOHT IH
AI.IEPJCA? 1606 - 1619
(a) Wliich of these things would he likely to happen to English
imnigraJits today. Fny?
"Rolfe married Pocahontas."
"The Indians taught the English."
"The English depended upon the food they brought from England."
"Oparrels with the Indians continued."
"The Company sent women because most Virginians did not want to
marry English wives."
(B) Dramatize the reception of the first boatload of negro slaves
and a negro, today, looking for work.
(C) By diagram show the connection between House of Burgesses,
Relations with Indians, Tobacco crop. Means of travel. Social
life, and similar elements in our lives today.
(D) Find out about the white slaves from Ireland exported to Virginia.
(E) Read stories of Virginia recommended in book list.
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VI. WHY DID MGLISH AITD DUTCH FAJvlILIES RISK HARDSHIPS
TO BUILD HOIfflS IH TH5 AAIBHICAIT WILDS?
1545 - 1752
(a) Make a large diagram showing the formation of the Church of
England and the dissenters tha,t formed other sects. As each
new colony is studied, paste a cut-out the shape of the colony-
under each sect whose members settled in the colony.
(S) Sing Puritan song, "Hey Then Up Go We".
Know this, my brethren.
Heaven is clear, and all the clouds are gone.
The righteous man shall flourish now.
Good days are coming on.
Then come, my brethren.
And be glad, and eke rejoice with me.
Lawn sleeves and rochets shall go down.
And hey, then up go we.
(C) Prepare stanzas for above song showing the present feeling
toward Puritans and other Protestant sects.
(D) Let pupil dressed as Pilgrim tell how he feels about the redmen,
1622. Pupil in modern garb how he feels toward red, yellow, and
black men, 1956.
(E) Cartoon - Let one character represent religious tolerance,
another intolerance. Make a series of thirteen pictures, one for
each colony, and show the part tolerance or intolerance played by
their absence or presence in the picture.
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(F) If the toleration acts of Maryland or Rhode Island were in force
in your community, what violations of the letter or spirit of
the laws would he found?
(G) Dramatize a scene between some negroes and Indians in South
Carolina. ( 1675), ITegro and Indian songs, customs, disciission
of their common lot.
(H) Separatists, unlike early colonists, believed in "liberty of
conscience" and really granted it to others. Distinguish between
religious freedom and religious toleration. Which right is held
by clubs you belong to?
(l) List all the countries from which people came to settle in the
thirteen colonies, the chief contribution of each and your
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VII. m.T YIAS THE EVERYEAT LIFE OF TEE EI-TGLISH
*
COLONISTS IN TEE FIRST 150 YEARS?
(a) On a bulletin "board from a drawing of a New England Church
extend strings to pictures of daily tasks into which the
church entered, 1620 - 1750. On another part of the "bulletin
"board picture the situation today.
(B) If you were to make a monument or painting entitled "The White
Man's De"bt to the Indian”, what would you include in it? FROM
CASNER & GABRIEL.
(C) With your ancestry, color, and religion, what would have "been
your position in Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
the Carolinas? Knowing what you do, how would you have anted
toward others?
(D) Make three jig-saw puzzles - Northern, Middle, and Southern
colonies. La."bel the pieces so that pupils must know the cart
played "by friendship, commerce, nationality, religion, courage,
hard work, and neigh"borliness in order to put puzzle together.
(E) On a time line, 1607 - 1750, picture all the events which showed
religious, race, or color tolerance in the colonies, as Penn's




VIII. IHAT MA3LED MGLAITD TO OVERCOIvlE FRMCE lU










Conduct a nanel discussion on the ^ork of the Jesuit Missionaries
in North America - as explorers, as historians (ideas, languages,
manners), as Christian missionaries, as peacemalcers in the 17th
century; as educators and missionaries today.
77hy did more French than English marry Indians?
Read the greeting of Hiawatha to the Black-Rohe chief from
Longfellow’s poem, "Hiawatha".
Visit shrine of Jesuit martyrs at Auriesville, New York.
American echoes of National and Religious Differences.
Outline a map of Eairope and North America on the floor. Let
one pupil stand in France and shout to the pupil standing on
England the cause of the ’iVar of the Palatinate. Let England
shout her causes to France. The French and English colonies
in America take up the quarrel - King William's War. Do the
same for other French and Indian Wars. When American causes
arise, shout difference in America and show the allegiance of
the Indians.
What is the significance of the Mardi Gras?
Read about the refuges of the expelled Acadian.
Listen to a radio program from a Canadian station. Note the
type of program and the language.
How are the French-Canadians in your community treated politically,
socially, in the business, musical, and church life?
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What can you do to improve relations?
(J) Compare French Provincial with American Colonial antiques.
(K) Debate; Resolved th-at the Colonials were conroletely intolerant
toward any hut their own race and creed.
(a) 1779-Gen. John Sullivan at the end of a successful exuedition
aga,inst the Iroquois - ’’May tho Kingdom of Ireland merit a
stripe in the American standard.”
(h) Walter Powers from an unnuhli shed Mss . . hy A. C. Harrington,
* State Teachers College, Fitchburg, Mass.
"It is the natwe of religion to give liberty of conscience
as well as take it I have a sane satisfaction that God
communes with them and shall not I commune with them when we
are to reign together in Heaven eternally?"
(c) 1775 - Before Mass. Delegation at Continental Congress.
"It quite altered the case; for if it were a uoint of
conscience, he had nothing to say to that."
(d) 1752 - Paine read a paper, the sum of which was that if any
Godly people who do not hold infant baptism, confessed that
it might be their darkness that they did not hold it, he
would commuiie with them, but he could not commune with those
who said it was their light.
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IX. WET DID A EEGIH ESTWEEH SITGLAITD AITD HSR
COLOHISS? 1763 - 1776
(a) Cartoon - Defending the English Colonies against their own
fears. English inside of a wall "being "built of stones of
isolation, etiquette, control of trade, etc. guarding language,
law, race, etc. Outside wall are indifferent Indians and
Frenchmen "busy with their possessions. Each is covered with
a shadowy figure with gun or tomahawk advancing toward the
English colonies.
(B) One of the provisions of the Q,ue"bec Act was to ureserve the
customs and religion of the French though under the English
flag. Trace the English colonists' onuosition to the Qpe"bec
Act.
(C) Pick out of the Declaration of Indeuendence four complaints
against the king having to do with rights of aliens and peoples
of all classes. Were the signers as tolerant as they expected
the king to "be?
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X. HOW DID THE AMERICAIT COLONIES WIN THE REVOLUTION?
(a) Who were patriots - Who are -natriots.
In Toarallel colujins list all the classes and names of prominent
men of all races, creeds, and colors. Use Statesman's Year Hook
and World Almanac for present figures.
(B) The shot was "heard 'round the world".
Let pupils representing all sj/muathetic men and countries in
Europe write to Continental Congress offering military, financial,
or moral support. Be sure to include Pulaski, Kosciusko, de Ealh,
LaFayette, France, Snain.
(C) Write to National Council of Jews and Christians, 289 Fourth Ave.,
N. Y.
,
for materials on patriotism of Jews during the Revolution.
(D) Secure a copy of the resolution of the Sons and Daughters of the
American Revolution for the last year and compare the "liberties"
mentioned with the "liberties" fought for in the Revolution.
(E) Write for details of essay contest - prizes offered by the
Daughters of the American Revolution.
(F) The Sons of the American Revolution offer a citizenshiu medal
to best citizen in the eighth grade.
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XI. HOW DID THE COLOITIES B5COL1E A MIOH?
1783 - 1800
(a) Examine yonr state constitution to see what laws refer to
race, creed or color. Have any of these "been amended? How
do they read? Are there any changes you would suggest now?
(B) Dramatize a session of the Constitutional Convention where
the slave compromises are passed. Indian affairs, also.
(C) Dramatize the reception of the Constitution in a Maryland
town and in Hew York. Reading of Constitution; discussion
on street; in coffee houses; demaud for a hill of rights.
(D) Compare the nationalities of 4,000,000 in the United States
in 1790 and the present 130,000,000. Members of what
nationalities represented in your community have you not met?
Why? Do you resent their presence? Do they resent yours?
What can he done?
(E) What is your oninion of the treatment of Citizen Genet?
Examine cr.rrent newspapers to see how travelers from Europe
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XII. HOW DID THE YOUIIG MTIOU SETTLE m HOLD ITS
VAST WESTER!! TEEHITORIES?
1785 - 1840
Read cs^refnlly the provisions of the Horthwest Ordinance
dealing with religion, slavery, and edncation.
Copy provisions in a notebook.
Was the routing of the Indians to make such settlements as
Marietta and Cincinnati justified? How are Indians treated
today?
On a man of Hew Orleans trace the English, French, Spanish,
Hegro, and Indian "quarters”. Has your community such sections
Comuare with Hew Orleans.
Write the story of the Cherokee Indians from 1800 to 1829.
Include leader, Sequoyah, written language, newspaper
constitutions, negro slavery, "trail of tears" to land beyond
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XIII. HOTf DID THE U. S. DA5E TO ISSUE THE MOI^TIOS
DOCTRIKE? 1801 - 1825
(a) Discuss ”Once an Englishina,n, always an Englishman".
(3) England and France "both recognized us nolitically in 1800.
Why not commercially? Do you know of any groups in your community
not recognized socially, -oolitically, commercially? Is fighting,
as the War of 1812, the solution? What?
(C) The War of 1812 developed a national feeling. Peonle in the
U. S. thought of themselves as Americans. Did they throw away
all the customs and ways of living they had hro^jight from Europe?
Should we expect immigrants to neglect all their native ways and
follow the Anglo-Saxon pattern?
(D) What is the present status of the Monroe Doctrine? Write to the
Pan-American Union, Washington, D. C. to find out what is "being
done to cultivate friendly relations with Pan-American countries.
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XIY. WHAT OEMGE DID THE A5S OF IROU BRIITG?
(a) Read atout the Chinese furnishings in the homes of Salem
sea captains. Why have vre considered the Chinese chiefly
in trade? Are the Chinese you know undesirable citizens?
Would more in your community help or harm it?
(B) Did the negro become more or less valuable as a slave after the
invention of the cotton gin? As a uerscn?
(C) By diagram show people of different social, religious, economic
and cultural backgrounds coming into contact with each other
quicker and oftener because of mills, factories, railroad?,
telegraph.
X7. WHY DID AITDREW JACKSOIT CHAI.1PI0H THE PLAIH FOLK?
1824 - 1840
(a) Find out why Jackson Day dinners are given all over the country
on January eighth.
(B) Let pupils give an oral biography of Andrew Jackson by anecdote
(C) Panel discussion on Jackson. Treatment of English, Indians,
members of his own section of the country, and of his own
political uarty, the aristocrats, manufacturers.
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XVI . HOW WAS HUIiAIT WELFAEE ADVANCED FROM 1800 - 1850?
What effect had isolation on the mountain folk of the South,
pine-woods folks?
With people of what race or religion do you associate cruel
pnnishments
,
insanity, drunkenness, prison records? Why? Are
all members of tha.t race or creed the same?
After reading the growth of education in America, write a charter
for nuhlic school education stating the age, ability, religious,
social, race, color, and economic qualifications you would require.
Debate . RESOLVED that newspapers are the greatest factor in
wiping out race, creed, and color differences.
Xl^II. WHY DID THE UlTITED STATES DIVIDE IlITO TWO
I
WARRING NATIONS? 1
Has the Mexican War anything to do with the present feeling toward
|
Mexican immigrants? What, if any?
Read - "Charity, A Slave Mother" in A. B. Hart's Source Book of
American History.
Arrange a program of negro spirituals, dances, poem "Farewell of
a Slave Mother", J. G. Whittier, address by a negro or reading of
a letter you have requested from the National Society for the
Advancement of Colored People.
What quotations from the Bible were used to prove the Northern
view of slavery was right? The Southern?
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Sing Northern and Southern forms of ’’Dixie”.
See motion picture ”So Red the Rose”.
Select ten pictures of life in the South, 1840 - 1860. From
the pictures decide relations between negro and whites. Are
conditions today better? Why?
Read - ’’Uu from Slavery” - Booker T. Washington.
Find out the purposes of the Xu Klux Klan when it was established
and the uresent purposes and activities. What is your opinion
of their methods? Of the existence of any secret society?
Do you agree with the Ku Klux Xian's definition of an American?
Make your own definition of an American.
Use this 1936 situation for a case study.
’’DAY OF JUBILEE” — There is no eraser of class lines like the
empty stomach and the same eraser can also eradicate race and color.
Southern planters are finding this out considerably to their
surprise. "Poor ’"hite” share-cropuers are uniting with Negroes
to better their economic lot. The movement in Northeastern
Arkansas is being met by evictions, beatings, and summary trials.
The white and Negro wage-earners, realizing that they are in the
same boat, have banded together in a Southern Tenant Farmers'
Union; planters deny the union right to organize, they break up
meetings, deport organizers, make union membership sufficient
ground for eviction, and blacklist evicted tenants. The union
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women to a nearlDy town, where they were lodged with friends.
Antipathy of the landowners is so intense that meetings of
the \mion are held secretly in lonely cabins. And yet the
movement keeps on growing.
"The white men," said a Uegro, "are working with us. They
say they will stand hack of us. The day of jubilee is coming
sure .
"
(G) Was Constitutional Amendment the best method of freeing the
slaves? Discuss other plans.
(H) Debate ; The feeling of Northern against Southern white after the
war was as strong as Southern white against the negro.
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XIX. HOI DID AIvlERICAXS OPEIT UP THS LAND IN THE WSS? TO SETTLERS?
1805 - 1850
(a) Write an inscription for a monninent to the Bird Woman.
(B) Obstacle Race - Set un obstacles of different sizes in Trail
to Success on the Frontier. Label each with some difficulty
to be overcome as obtaining food, passing through Indian
countr;/-, trapping, etc. The winner is the one who, in the
opinion of the judges, was most humane, just and tolerant.
(C) Read - "The Rocky Mountains", W. Irving, Volume I. pu 92-93
to see how it was a matter of vanity and ambition for every
trapper to adapt the manner, dress, gesture, and walk of the
Indian.
(D) Read an account of the labors of Marcus Whitman in Oregon.
(E) Read about the relations between English and Americans in
Oregon. Er. John McLaughlin, Hudson Bay Co. officer, who
helped ao many American immigrants.
(F) Compane the Mayflower Company with the California constitution.
What concessions had to be made in California on account of
race, creed, and color?
(G-) Compare Salt Lake City, for Mormons, to Philadelphi?' Salem,
Providence, or other city of refuge for other sects.
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XX. EOV HAVE SET'TLERS TBAITSFOPIED TEE WEST?
1850 - 1931
(a) T^rite a will, using legal form, for settlers of such races,
creeds, and colors as developed the West, bequeathing
tangible and intangible property to future Americans.





(C) Elaborate - "It is too late to save the Indian's color" -
Dr. C. A. Eastman, a Sioux.
In 1929 Charles Curtis, a Kaw, became vice-president
of the United States.
The art of the Indian in the Southwest daily enriches
the life of the American.
"Dr. Sheldon Jackson went to Alaska as a missionary
among the Indians, whites, and Eskimos." By showing them how
to care for reindeer, he made their food suoply more secure.
Thus some of the race could better their conditions.
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XXI. HOW DID MCHIIilES CHAITGE IITDUSTRY?
1850 - 1900
(a) What would have happened to railroads if Cornelius Vajaderliilt
employed only Dutchmen? The ocean ca^ble of Cj’-rus W. Field if
he let only Stocktridge
,
Massachusetts people use it? Steel if
Carnegie, because he was a Scotchman, refused to use the Bessemer
steel process "because the inventor was an Englishman, or the Xelly
process "because Kelly was an American?
(B) In a series of three pictures for each, show the races and
religions involved.
Railroad — construction, location, in a coach.
Telephone — connection of paints, repairs, users.
Electricity — power, reading light, motion picture news.
XXI I . WHAT HAS BROUCHT U. S. ECOHOMIC SUPREMACY?
(a) By graph show how many immigrants are engaged in farming and
how many in industry. Consult West & West, "Our Country Today".
(B) On a hectograph duplicate sym^bols of tolerance, respect, and
goodwill and paste one on whatever written work you do in
connection with this problem where the attitude is displayed
or is needed. Sym"bols:— clasped hands, a doffed hat, man "bowing.
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XXIII. HOW EAS THE laCHIHE CHANGED SOCIAL COM)ITIONS?
1850 - 1930
(A) Under a graph showing the countries and the nninher of immigrants
from each, 1880-1930, (Denartment of Immigration Bulletin) write
an analysis of the ”old" and "new” immigration.
(B) Discuss statement from Coolidge inaugural address, "It malces no
difference whether we came over on the Mayflower or the Leviathan,
(last "boat docked) we are all in the same "boat now."
(C) Draw a diagram showing three generations of your family. Label
the country in which each was born and the countries in which he
has lived. Exchange diagram with another pupil. On his write
one reason why you should be tolerant tov/ard immigrants or
hyphenated American groups connected with a country named on his
paper.
(D) Cartoons on Immigration.
(a) Be kind to animals — and men.
(b) Because He "loved much".
(c) Eriends, Homans, Countrymen
(Who?) (Italians?) (Other nationalities)
(d) Comrades.
(e) Colored white, black and yellow.
(f) Watch your diet (What is the fairest basis for quota?)
(E) Draw a diagram of your immediate neighborhood, streets and houses.
In figures representing houses, nut an 0 to represent native and
an X to renresent foreign born residents. What countries are
renresented? Are all foreigners naturalized? If there any
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difference in neightorliness "between one and another? Do you
visit them? TThat things have you in common that make it more
pleasant to he friendly?
(F) Topics for discussion.
The ITordic Myth.
A Jew is going to move on to our street.
I*d like to play with that hoy, hut he is a Catholic.
?7e can't let any Germans join. You know, the war.
It's only the lowest class of Chinese that we see in this
country.
Russians are always Conmruiists.
He's a Catholic? Then he must he a Democrat.
The only Italian I ever knew was an ex-convict.
Hone hut Protestants should aspire to the presidency.
(G) Read about the feelings of first, second, and third generation
Americans from "Immigrants and Assimilation", H. G. Duncan.
(H) Read "Immigrant Gifts to American Life", Russell Sage Foundation,
(l) Invite the Americanization teacher of your locality to talk on
the immigrant problem of your community. Ask what your may do
to help.
(J) Do you. associate labor with immigrants and capital with native
horn? TThy?
(K) Is there a section in your city in which most foreigners live?
Most Jews? Most Catholic? Most Protestants? Is this desirable
or undesirable?
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(M) How would 70U amend the 1924 immigration law?
(it) ^^t would our libraries and museums he like if all recial
and religious materials not originating in American were
thrown away?
( 0 ) Preuare a questionnaire to test the attitudes of uupils in
class toward different racial, religious, and color grouns
extant in the community. Tabulate the results on an
escutcheon.
XXIV. HOW HAS THE GOVSRM.IEHT ITET THE MACHIHS AGE?
(a) Could a law forcing different grouus of ueoule to love one
another be enforced? Why? What of the Golden Rule?
(B) Make a class creed on democracy; social, uolitical, and
economic.
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XKV. WHY AHS THE UIHTED STATES AND ITS ISLAHD POSSESSIONS
ItlPORTAI^T TO EACH OTHER? 1860 -
(a) Stick "Din flags bearing the races and colors of the people on a
aap of our island possessions. Compare with races and colors
found in your community. What would haupen if fifty from each
island possession emigrated to your city?
(B) Arrange two columns of pictures under the headings Before and
After. Under Before include any pictures of our island
|
possessions before we obtained them; since, under After. In
judging the exhibit, consider the losses as well as the gains —
religious, especially.
(C) Read '’One Day with Manu" by Armstrong Sperry.
(D) Let members of the class form duets or trios and in native
headgear sing Hawaiian "Aloha Oe". Samoa, chant. Negro,
spirit\ial. Adding some U. S. symbol to headgear, sing together
"America"
.
(E) Debate: RESOLVED that the trade agreements between the United
States and Cuba are unfair to other countries.
(F) Display stamps of the island possessions of the U. S. and report
briefly on the events pictured on the stamps. CASNER & GABRIEL.
(G) Enact scenes from the play "Yellow jack" by de Eruif, showing
how white men risked their lives for men of all colors.
(H) Criticize the non-religious mask of missionaries in the Pacific
Islands.
(l) Do you feel that the Philiupines should be comuletely free? With
--
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•'the threat of Japan"?
(J) How can we he friendly with our American brothers living
far away in the Pacific?
(Z) What can you discover from the music, dancing, and radio
programs of Cuba that shows Cubans are not entirely free
from Suain?
XXVI. WHY HAS THE UITITEI) STA'IES BECOIJE MaP-E AlTD xTO.S ACTIVE
III WORLD APPAIHS? 1864 -
(a) Monroe Doctrine.
What makes America feel she has a right to go into Mexico,
Central and South American and help settle disputes there?
How wou2d the U. S. receive sijggestions from other countries
in the other Americas? G-ive your cuinion of recent changes
in the policy of the Monroe Doctrine.
(E) Boxer Hebellion.
Erect the Great Wall of China in stones on a long table. Class
members on one side of the wall sitting at the table represent
Americans; on the onuosite side, Chinese. Americans state their
feelings and acts toward Chinese since the Civil War. Every act
that raises the barrier may be renresented by adding a stone to
the wall. For every act tliat lowers it, remove one. Use a spray
gion to help feelings penetrate the wall.
Chinese do the came
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On a time line, 1914-1918, illustrate the developments of new
methods of warfare. Discu.ss "All’s fair in war" considering the
treatment of active soldiers, spying, contamination of food,
seizure of urivate property, drafting, language and art instruction
propaganda, censorshin of the press, at home and abroad.
(D) Read President Wilson’s message to Congress, April 2, 1917. Note
the occurrence of the words "rights", "resnonsihilities"
,
"friendship", "democracy". How would you have felt if you were a
Frenchman, an Italian, a Russian, a Laulander, an Austrian, a
Serbian, a German, or a native in America at the time?
(E) Discuss Hitler’s racial policy. To what extent has America been a
i
refuge for the Jews? (Find out about the attempts of the Jews to
modernize Palestine.) How are Jews treated in your community?
Is this their fault or others? What can be done?
(F) Prove that it was a credit to the tolerance of the United States
to sign a separate treaty of Toeace with Germany at the close of
the World War.
(5) Do people in your church or clubs look with disfa-vor on the Germans
in the conuirunity because of the World War; on the Italins because
of the Italo-Ethiopian situation; on the English and French because
of failure to pay war debts; with favor on Finland because she did
pay debts? Is this Fair?
(H) Write down all the activities of the Leagiae of Nations you think
should be ureserved in the interests of better relations between all
races, creeds, and colors should the League fail.
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XXV 1 1 . HOW HAS THE UillTED STATES PROMOTED TOHLD PEACE?
1910 - 1931
(a) Find out from vour local postmaster the countries to which the
greatest amonut of mail is sent. If international peace depends
upor ijnderstanding, what could you do to he sure the information
leaving this country hy letter shows sympathy?
(B) Think of someone with whom you are very friendly. Why do you
feel this way? Think of another with whom you get along very
well hut do not like particularly. What makes this possible?
Could any of these successful methods he auulied to world good
feeling?
(C) Does the comparative failure of all international peace plans
prove that peace is impossible? What action is suggested here —
(a) "The Leagtie of Hations and all the treaties it has initiated
are man made. The League does not pretend to he super-human and
hy its nature it is incauahle of doing the work expected of it.
The first clause in any effective treaty with our neighbor mu.st he
one that recognizes an authority superior to both ourselves and oiir
neighbors. ^Thy will he done on earth as it is in heaven."'
(h) "Take the profits out of war."
(c) Science is international .
What can you do about it?
(D) Panel discussion on intense nationalism, racial superiority, and
irreligion as causes for war.
Write to Foreign Policy Association, 18 East 41st Street, H. T. C.
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(E) Conduct a Goodwill Program. Programs and pageants for ^orld
Goodwill Day, May 18, World Federation of Education Association,
201 16th Street, E. W. Washington, D. C.
(F) Boeckel, F. B. Books of Goodwill: Vol . I "Through the Gateway";
Vol . II. "Across Borderlines".
(G) Cartoon - "Watch Your Diet" (Eot to feed on the stories of ill
will and jealousies of foreign nations to the exclusion of
goodwill stories)
.
"Hook, Line, and Sinker" (Label each with some
intolerant belief or story which a gudlible or indifferent
person is swallowing.)
(H) Take mart in the international activities planned by the —
Red Cross
Boy Scouts or Girl Scouts
Foreign Policy Association, IT. Y. C.
Y. M. C. A., E. Y. C.
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